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NOW ON SALE
AWONDERFUL FREE GIFT BOOKLET, THE
RAPID STATION GUIDE, will be presented with
every copy of the October issue of MODERN WIRELESS,
now on sale at all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Booksellers
to -day.
The wavelength redistribution of European
stations, which comes into operation on October 15th, will
make this presentation booklet extremely useful to everyone.

BUY

YOUR COPY TO -DAY

1 /The Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.
A.M.I.E.E.

(Lions.), A.C.G.I.,

The Contents for the October issue include:
MORE ABOUT THE ELSTREE

" SOLODYNE "

HOW TO BUILD AN EIGHT -VALVE
SCREENED -COIL SUPERHETERODYNE

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
MODERN DESIGN IN SIMPLE SETS

By f. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Phns.), A.C.G.I.,
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
AN H.T. CHARGING UNIT FOR HOME USE
By the Staff of /ha Elstree Laboratories.
FURTHER HINTS ON THE " MEWFLEX "
REPRODUCING THE LOW TONES
By CAPT. H. I. ROUND M.I.E.E.

EN

IRE7LESS
Obtainable from all Newsagents, Booksellers or Bookstalls, or direct
from the Publishers, Radio Press, Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London,
W.C.2, Subscription Rates 16/- per annum (13/6 per annum Canada
and Newfoundland),
Lesser periods pro rata.
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POINT
ONE

the `LOTUS' Survives
Shock and is

EARY journeys and tiresome
delays

To begin with, our complete range
a low current consumption-barely .1
possesses the great advantage that such

with large power
valves and fixed to tailboard
of a Ford motor lorry, driven
over rough roads for 30 miles,

amp.-can be enjoyed by all wireless enthusiasts, whether their I,.T. supply be
2, 4, or 6 volts. This, indeed, has been
the goal of Six -Sixty design right front
the beginning ; not merely the production of one specialised type of valve with
unique characteristics, but a complete
range of valves, combining the highest
efficiency with maximum economy, designed to meet the varied requirements
of the general Radio Public.
Then, again, with the special filament

used in the new Six -Sixty Point One
Valves, it is unnecessary to heat this

element to incandescence to produce the
requisite electronic emission for perfect
results.
It is a well-known fact that
alternate rapid heating and cooling, accompanied by the corresponding expansion and contraction, quickly produces
brittleness. Now, Six -Sixty introduces

valves which work at such a low temperature that there is absolutely no "glow"
whatever from the filament when operat-

ing at the rated voltage. There are no
valves on the market to -day which can
boast of a longer life, because there are
no valves that operate at a lower tem-

From all Radio Dealers.

Li:Arius

VALVE

H OLDER
With

Terminah

2/3

run-down

'Lotus' Valve Holders

survived the test.
At the finish each spring was
No
as it started perfect.
damage or looseness at the connection of leg socket and spring
-no valve became loose from
the holder. Both were electrically perfect all the way.
Prices : That is why we guarantee the
corabina- security of `Lotus' Valve Holdtion Grid ers against shocks andvibration.
Leak and
Fit the 'Lotus' to your set and
valve
Holder
protect your valves.

Without
Terminals

by

eliminated by using the new
SIX -SIXTY Point One Valves..

EIGHT
fitted

2/6

caused

accumulators can be almost

anti-microphonic

HrL7R

°

VALVE S
Make your
accumulator charges
e last a long time

Here's Proof that

3/9
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HOLDER
VALVE
t
,

-..,..z.,rpriicROP"

4

Pat. No. 256833.

Made from best bakelite moulding with

springs of nickel silver and phosphor
bronze valve sockets.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool.
Makers of the famous " Lotus" Vernier Coil Holder

S .S .7.
3.7 volts,

.

amp., Power Ampli.. 18/6
fier ..
S .S.8.
D.E. 3-4 volts, .r
amp., General Pur14/ pose ..
These

apply

Prices do 'not
in the Irish
Free State.

perature.
Lastly, every advantage of the special
filament is utilised to the highest degree
possible by the new Six -Sixty Duo Triangular system of Suspension to produce the perfect valve.

After exacting and exhaustive tests,
Messrs A. J. Stevens (1914), Ltd., have
decided to standardise Six -Sixty Valves
in their famous " Symphony " Range of
Receivers.
Descriptive leaflet S.S. 9-26, giving full
particulars of complete range, free on
application.

SIXBetter
-SIXTY
VALVES'
by Six Times Sixt
The Electron Co., Ltd., Triumph House, 189, Regent Street, London, W.1.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE

WONDERFUL P.M. FILAMENT
Indisputable proof of the superiority of the
wonderful P.M. Filament is given by the
test panel.
As an example the P.M. 3 is illustrated above
undergoing one of many searching tests and the
readings indicate :

[1] The economical current consumption of the P.M
Filament-only one tenth ampere.

[z] The copious electron emission that is up to 54- times
that of an ordinary filament.
[31 The voltage at which maximum results are secured
is well below the highest rating of the filament.
These features alone give you a three -fold safety.
¶ Safety against the burden of heavy upkeep costs because
the P.M. Filament makes your accumulator charges last
seven times as long.
¶ Safety against premature valve replacements because the
P.M. Filament, operating at a temperature so low that no
sign of glow can be discerned, has a vastly increased life.

¶ Safety against " over -running " because the P.M. Filament is' so conservatively rated that it can withstand a
reasonable overload without damage-its high efficiency,
however, making this ability unnecessary.
Valves with the wonderful P.M. Filament give you three

NEW REDUCED PRICES
For 4.volt accumulator or 3 dry cells
THE P.M.3 (General Purpose)
0'1 amp. 14/ THE P.M.4 (Power) 0'1 amp. 18/6
For 6 -volt accumulator or 4 dry cells
THE P.M.5 (General Purpose)
0'1 amp. 18/6
THE P.M.6 (Power) O'l amp. 18/6
For 2 -volt accumulator

01 amp. 14/ THE p.31.1 H.P.
0'1 amp. 14/ THE P.M.! L.P.
THE P.M.2 (Power) 0'15 amp. 18,6
These prices do not apply
in Irish Free State.

British made
in a
British Factory

times more for your money.

ullard

ASK YOUR RADIO DEALER FOR P.M. VALVES.

THE MASTER. VALVE

ADVT.: THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET. LONDON, W.C.2
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THIS WEEK'S NOTES AND NEWS
Air Experiments
TWO French Army lieutenants are
to make an experimental journey

from Paris to Rabat with a view to

registering observations on the subject
of wireless appartus on aeroplanes. A
transmitter working on 650 metres will
be taken, and constant 'communication
will,

it is hoped, be maintained with

Orly, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Algiers and
Casablanca. These distances are well
in excess of any covered in the general
way by aeroplanes.

Loud -Speakers at Brooklands

Radio in Cuba and Mexico
IHEAR that the Governments of
Mexico and Cuba have c(mbined
in an arrangement to connect their

THE loud -speaker installation at
Brooklands was so eminently successful during the British Grand Prix

equally divided between the two

equipment at the track on many future
B.A.R.C, race days,

respective telephone systems by means
of wireless. The revenue derived is to
be

I rather think the real purpose of the proposed installation is to
make quite sure that each State obStates.

tains Stop Press News of any revolution in the other without any loss of
time !

that I hear that a similar installation
may be used as part of the standard
In Czecho-Slovakia

THERE are at present some 115,000
listeners
in
Czecho-Slovakia,
about 80,000 being situated in Prague.

A Puzzle

More Wireless on Trains

IN Long Stanton,

Cam-

WIRELESS telephony is
being introduced on
Italian trains, according to

two " congregations " every

Ministry of Communications.

attends the Parish Church
and the other the " Black
Bull," where the broadcast

bridgeshire,

Sunday

an announcement from the
Milan -Bologna express
is being used for the preAs
liminary experiments.
in the recent British ex-

The

More Welsh Wanted

track receiving the transmissions from the aerials on
the roofs of the coaches.

AT Llandrindod Wells the
Executive of the Gorsedd of Bards passed a resolution requesting the B.B.C.
to consider the possibility of

"Symphony v. Foxtrot"
IAM glad to seo that the

a

arranged

Brown, lecturer in music at

In some tests conducted recently at Colorado it was
found that a concert broadcast from Chicago could be
received

the Chelsea Polytechnic, will
endeavour to prove that

there are really three ways of looking at music, and that apprecia-

tion of jazz or the classics depends
entirely upon the view -point of the
listener and on the way in which

he listens. The " Symphony v. Foxtrot " programme will be illustrated
by an orchestra and the London Radio
Dance Band.

better scheme of Welsh

broadcasting during the

another programme on the

" Classics v. Jazz "
lines.
It is arranged for October 11, and Mr. Sebastian

One

does the Rector really think
about it?

lines along the side of the

has

evening.

are

service is listened to most
closely.
What, I wonder,

periments, the usual method
will be employed, telegraph

B.B.C.

there

quite

distinctly in this cavern 2,000
underground.

Did You Hear It ?
INCIDENTALLY, did you pick up

any news of the big fight?

As

luck would have it, the 32 -metre transmission from WGY was nowhere near
up to scratch on the night. I managed

to get most of it, but I have heard
much better.

coming winter.
This was
occasioned chiefly, I believe,
by the rumour that the

B.B.C. intends to cut down
the fortnightly Welsh hour
to a monthly affair. Strong
remarks were passed upon
the unfairness of compelling Welsh
listeners to listen night after night to
feet

" English dialect " I

A Pity, if True !
Is 2L0's refined accent having any
effect upon the speech of Farmer
Giles? It seems to be the cpinion of
(Continued on next page.)
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This Week's Notes and News continued
several that the accents of rural England are becoming more " towny." I
must listen to Paris and acquire that
refined French accent in readiness for
my next visit to Monte Carlo !

To Appease the Ladies
THE B.B.C. now denies the mere
existence of a ban on women

Press Union dinner to members of the
Imperial Conference.
The B.B,C. series of Chamber concerts, arranged for the first Tuesday of
each month, is as follows : -October 5,
Hungary. November 2, Italy. December 7, Germany. January 4; France.
February 1, Czecho-Slovakia, March 1,

ASPECIAL programme compiled
by a professional footballer will

broadcast from London
Daventry on October 23.

and

The SOS Extraordinary
" SOS " call recently broadcast

A' in America, took the

form :-" If

Henry

following

Smith,

Prime Ministers of Australia and New

Zealand; on the occasion _of the Empire

Will It Score ?
be

In Advance
ON October 20 the B.B.C. hope to
broadcast the speeches by the

Holland.

who

deserted his wife and baby 25 years
ago, will return home, said baby will

." Faust " is to be performed in the
London Studio on October 15. Miss

Further Afield

guerite."
On October 16, 18 and 20 the String
Band of the Royal Air Force will be

Mignon

knock all the stuffing out of him."

MR. J. L. BAIRD is experimenting

on the transmission of moving

well on the way in Japan to

determine whether it is possible to predict earthquakes, eruptions, typhoons,
etc., by means of radio apparatus. A
new radio seismograph, as it is called,
is said to measure the slightest sound

THE

or later.

phone work than ever will be done by

Our Cover Picture

ON our cover this week appears a

ber 6 was an attempt on the part of

to-Daventry " receiver described in

which

will all come under radio control sooner

Did you hear GX-6MU ? Mr. Eric Megau, who has just
returned from a voyage to America, maintained short-wave
communication with Ulster during the entire voyage.

participated in the ocean
The owner
yacht race recently.

ments

electric

women.

along the course were received " via
radio " by the Royal Corps of Signals.

-and Another
I I3tion
AVE heard more than one suggesto the effect that the big
Mars to establish radio communication
with the Earth. Once more, no com-

" voice -controlled "

announcers, and has issued the statement that in the future more micro-

During the recent London to Brighton
relay race the positions of runners

occurring in the strata beneath the sur-

flash " seen in Yorkshire on Septem-

" Mar-

trains, recently on show at the
Model Engineers' Exhibition at the
Horticultural Hall, gave one a glimpse
of the future possibilities of wireless.
If model electric trains can be so perfectly controlled by wireless, it does
not seem at all improbable that railways, shipping routes and " airways "

The scene at Geneva on the admission of Germany to
the League.
The microphones are situated on the
table in the centre of the picture.

face of the earth.

be

A Possibility

built, however, and the transmissions
from 2TV will be interrupted for a
EXPERIMENTS are, I understand,

to

tween 6 and 7 p.m.

chester. A new transmitter is being

A Strange Story-

is

relayed from Holland Park Hall be-

pictures over a longer range. The receiver at Harrow has been supplemented by receivers at Hull and Manweek or so.

Nevada

picture of the yacht Saladin,

had on board with him the " RelaysWIRELESS by Mr. John Underdown, on

which he received weather forecasts,
etc., while the race was in progress.

Silent Vera Cruz
ADRAMATIC incident of the tornado which struck the Mexican

city of Vera Cruz was the sudden

cutting off of all communication.
The telegraph office had just reported that the water was a foot deep
on the floor, when the message broke
off abruptly and silence reigned.
CALL -SIGN.

October 9, 1926.
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THE BUGBEAR OF RADIO
CAN ATMOSPHERICS BE ELIMINATED ?

Captain H. J. Round, M.C., M.I.E.E., discusses on these pages one of the most
difficult and fascinating of the problems of radio.

N England we are very

waves, Lodge and others had repeated
the experiment and improved the sensitiveness of the apparatus, but surely

lucky in that atmo-

spherics

only

inter-

great

many

mittently trouble us.
In

a

of Planchette out of that coherer receiver. The advent of telephonic reception gave us a better idea of what
the X's sounded like, and it did not

it was a very important step to conceive the idea that natural storms

other countries, such
as the United States,
sunimc- atmospherics are such a constant phenomena that broad-

take radio -engineers

would produce these Hertzian wavesand with sufficient power to work apparatus over long distances.

the

effect
sounds.

reception,
except
local station, becomes extremely difficult.

iik.

States

of

these

Practically

1590 i.00AL
TIME

to

interfering

e v or y b o d y

heard what
they sound like, so there is
nowadays

My own experience, how-

ever,

long

The First Attempt

casting

from the

very

invent the first method of reducing

is that in the United

has

no need to describe them.

during

the colder
seven months of the year
they were altogether free

The first

coca

-..)

\

from this radio weed, whereas we tend to get them more
uniformly all the year round.
Their elimination has been
a problem right from the
beginning of the art, and the

- - - -11k11.
...---

\

,1743.,..

----N

th...':....-..ii.

ir

e

1

\
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sul..

answer so far is no, but by

Iltr1912-107A0G0ST
1923

choosing one's conditions very

carefully in certain circum-

.\,N
.

1300-1400 CAM

.

\',..

sound of the X.

\.\0

\

Foreland (GNF) increased
our power of working through

'ilitlit\A

\ -_LTInALE
C.-FEB. Clyw511%-.

stances they can be dodged.

Clean, sharp, high musical
notes such as one still hears
from stations such as North_

1

ab \

,

The map produced by Captain Tremellen to illustrate

Early Observations

attempt to avoid

them consisted in producing
a sound from the transmitter
entirely different to the

atmospherics very much indeed.

There seemed, however, to

be no limits to the demands

for distance working, and
the reception of " X's" originating in Africa.
Some little time before
promptly on the strength of
Marconi, a Russian named
good working with these
Popoff erected what must have
musical notes we were asked to work
First
Personal
Experiences
been the first long-distance receiver
over greater distances. Greater disMy own first experiences of radio tances weakened our signals, and the
for the deliberate purpose of re-

in 1901 were with an apparatus for
receiving very like

ceiving these atmospherics or X's. I

Popoff's-a coherer,

,5,0

a

Li3CAL

TIME

I

-.
o
1:3

.
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1923

an

this tape
printed sometimes the signal
and on

was
SUN

kr,

sent by the trans-

mitter, and sometimes a mysterious
lot of
dashes,

,....,....--,\

dgi la

dots and
which we

called X's, for want
of

Captain Tremellen found that the main area of atmospheric origin travels round the earth daily.

always consider this effort of Popoff
as a remarkable stroke of genius. Certainly, Hertz had demonstrated the
artificial transmission and reception of

and

spouted the tape-

inuNr-tenucusr

woo-oaoo wit

relay

inker-out of which

a better name.

It was quite a game
to watch these sig-

nals coming from
s p a c e, sometimes

sending strings

of

dots, sometimes a
long dash, and at

other times almost sending Morse.

More than once we got a real word
spelt out by accident. Superstitious
people could have easily made a kind

X problem began to get troublesome.
We tried all sorts of schemes, some of
them partially successful, but always
with a little improvement came the
demand for more and more distance,
and the problem never seemed to be
nearer solution.

Directional Methods
The great advance in atmospheric reduction came in about 1914, when we

began to recognise that these atmospherics came from definite directions,

and Franklin in England and Bever-

age in America developed methods of
receiving which localised one's recep-

tion to the one direction from which
signals were arriving, and this method

very successful, providing, of
course, atmospherics did not come also
was

in that direction.
By a curious piece of luck both in
England and the- U.S. atmospherics
arrive in the opposite direction from
which signals are wanted, and to this
lucky chance the success of trans (Continued on next page.)
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The Bugbear of Radio-continued
tial luck. There are certain definite
reasons which we know of now which

Atlantic wireless telegraphy is chiefly
due.

us doing this apparently
simple operation in practice.

prevent

Continuous Waves
The next great advance in atmospheric reduction came by use of con-

Where They Come From
Of course the directional partial
solution of the atmospheric problem

tinuous waves instead of the old spark
waves. Exactly why this reduces the

effect of atmospherics is hard to de-

scribe here, but really it comes to this.
Atmospherics are very discontinuous
waves --the old musical note signals
were more continuous, and due to that
they were different to the atmospheric
A
and could be recognised from it.
fully continuous wove, such as given
by a valve, exhibits the maximum difference of quality possible from an
atmospheric, and consequently gives us

the best chance of recognising one
from the other.

So far we have seen that the great

strides made in atmospheric reduction
have been made by making our signals
have properties different to the atmospheric.

Increase of Transmitting Power
What may be called a third method
was rather obvious right
from the beginning, and that
was to increase the power of
the transmitter, but very
soon the practical limit of
power was reached, and' we
began to look out for other
_
ways, because with all these

is all

right in certain cases, and it

introduced the very interesting question : What is the chief source of
atmospherics? To solve this problem
a friend of mine three years ago took

charges which are either so high up
that they are invisible, or they occur
without actually producing light, at
least light visible in full daylight.
The great tropical areas also pro-

a trip round the world with a lot of

duce X's at night, but these are always
visible to the eye, as the phenomena
called " summer lightning."

tion at any time of the X's as well

of

The results aro extremely interesting, and can approximately be classified as follows:(1) X's are mainly produced over

tinuously,

receiving apparatus, some of which
enabled him to determine -the direc.

atmospherics is not known. Captain
Tremellen noted that although all his
directional experiments pointed to the
Egyptian area as a very bad source of
X's, when he got to Suez he never saw
a single lightning flash. There are
probably some kinds of electrical dis-

as signals.

Although every night in the heart

Brazil summer lightning was
visible in every direction, almost conaccompanied

by

violent

atmospherics in my receivers, I never

once experienced a thunderstorm at
night during five months. This always

land and not over water.

mystified me, and I had a strong idea
that what is called summer lightning,

three hours late, and mainly in the

horizon, is actually a very feeble dis-

(2) Their main source travels round
the world each day, following the sun

latitude in which the sun is travelling.
I give three of the diagrams which

which looks like a discharge on the

charge quite near, and low down, and
one can see it edgeways, but if it
occurs right over one it will
not be noticed.

The Last Great Step
In

the

last

decade

of

radio, which might be called

the " ultra short-wave era,"
it has been discovered that

sun

inventions, atmospherics were

Nature

work in the direction from

duces long waves, so that the
fourth great dodging scheme
is now in the course of being

does not produce
these very short waves in
such profusion as it pro-

still preventing smooth, easy
working over long distances,
particularly when we had to
which atmospherics came.
In broadcasting reception
directional reception is not of
much use to .us, for the
obvious reasons that we

usually want to get stations
from all sorts of directions,
but of course we have the full
advantage, of continuous

and

wavelengths

are being used on which the
atmospherics are very weak,

1523

1900-2200 G.M.T.

and fortunately it has been
This map illustrates Captain Tremellen's record of
" X's " originating in South America.

waves.

Ingenious Attempts to Stop X's
Many ingenious suggestions have

been made in the past for apparatus
for eliminating X's, but they all depend either on the directional properties or the continuous character of
the waves we receive.

An X acts on all " tunes " of our

receiver equally, whereas the continuous wave only acts on one

" tune." This looks likely to contain
a wonderfully simple solution of the
X problem.

developed,

10'."JUNE- 10'.2A1.41131

You will at once say why

not have two receivers-one tuned to
the signals and atmospherics, and the
other only to atmospherics, and then
balance them out?
Well, the first time I saw this suggestion was in 1902, and I should

think there have been thousands of at-

tempts to do it since. I have made
many myself, but only with very par -

Captain Tremellen produced on this
radio expedition,

and

they

should

clearly show how he obtained this law

of X travel.

These main sources of atmospherics

are

far enough away from us here

not to trouble us much on our broadcasting, unless we try to receive over
very long distances. There are local
storms, but they fortunately occur
only seldom in this country.
The Americans, who have a great

area of tropical land near to- them,

are great sufferers in the summer time
from

X's,

which

they

have

very

curiously named " static," about the
last word I should think one should
use for the effect of lightning, but in
their winter months the sun retires
below the equator, and then their
troubles almost vanish.

Invisible Discharges
What exactly produces the tropical

found that these short waves
got great travelling

have

power.

So now the engineer has

still his continuous waves,

and

his

directional methods which he can use,
and directional receiving becomes
easier and easier the shorter the wavelength. Directional transmission (really
equivalent to groat increase in power)
also becomes possible, thus giving a
further advantage. He also has the
advantage of much weaker atmospherics to contend with.

For Broadcasting
Very unfortunately, at the moment,
for political and technical reasons,
these very short waves are no use for
normal broadcasting.

Our chief weapon in broadcasting,
for some time to come, is going to be
increased power in the transmitters,

because up to date nothing like the
great power of the commercial station has been used in the broadcasting

services, and it is only a question of
money to build these big stations.

WIRELESS.
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FOUR VALVES, ONE DIAL
A Daventry or Local Receiver which
all the family can use.
Designed and constructed by John W. Barber, this set is
intended to provide a reliable and easily operated instru.

ment for giving a regular, every -evening service of broadcast
with good quality of reproduction.

IRELESS,

from

the

broadcasting point of
view, has at least
two separate and distinct appeals. First,
there is the enthusiast who is happy
only when building and testing new
sets, and when he is engaged in
searching for distant stations, and
secondly, there is the " family "
aspect, in which case a receiver is
usually required simply and solely for
the reception of music and other forms

of entertainment from the local station. In this latter case, the receiver
should be as simple as possible, and

capable of being set into operation by
each and every member of the family,
the youngest
possibly
excluding
children.

Requirements

A Simple Circuit
Let us have a look at
circuit diagram.
We have a coil L, connected across aerial and
earth, coupled closely
to another coil L2,
which, together with
the variable condenser
C form the only tuned
circuit in the receiver.
This form of aerial 0
coupling is referred to c000000000c000cxxxxxx>o 0000000000000011
generally as a " tight coupled aerial," upon
excepting that it is wound with rewhich arrangement much work has
been done by Mr. G. P. Kendall. sistance wire instead of copper wire,
in order that it shall respond as evenly
The first valve acts as a high frequency amplifier, the transfer of
as possible, over a wide range of wavesignals to the detector valve being lengths.
Between
the secondary
the

winding and the grid of the

" home " set should
not be too large, as regards
The

second valve is interposed the
usual grid condenser and

its physical dimensions, as in

leak, in order to cause the
valve to act as a rectifier

the average home the difficulty of finding room for it

3"

would otherwise arise, and
the advantage of having
broadcast music available

system of rectification is not

but in view of the fact that

simplicity is the present key-

note, and that in the form

adopted only the simplest of
apparatus is needed to produce the desired results, the
leaky -grid "

been adopted.

which gives every satisfaction
as far as results are con-

method

has

L.F. Coupling

cerned, will provide readers
with a set worthy of a place
in their household.

The third valve, which acts
as a note magnifier, is
coupled to the detector valve
by means of a low -frequency
transformer, while t h e

The appearance of the com_

pleted set is such that even
the most timid of the family
will not hesitate to essay controlling it, especially when it

coupling to the last valve is

effected by means of an iron -

core choke coil, a stopping
condenser and grid leak being
employed in the usual man:-

is pointed out that the on -

and -off switch is the only control, in general, that will
need to be operated. There

simple as switching on the
electric light, and nowadays

It may be argued that this
so satisfactory 4-1.7i other forms,

might be outweighed by the
opposition to the presence of
the set ! I have, therefore,
borne these considerations in
mind in designing the four valve receiver illustrated in
these columns, and feel sure
that the finished product,

can be no doubt that the
operation of the set is as

upon the popular principle.

Por

ner.

In a receiver of the

present type, " knobs " are
to be avoided as studiously
as possible, and to this end
the variable type of filament
rheostat has not been used,
their places being taken by

k

Fig. 1.-The drilling dimensions, few as they are, can
he obtained from this figure.
few are hesitant about that!
fixed resistances of the screw As regards results, on test
on a poor aerial eight miles
in variety, in order that
from 2L0 full loud -speaking of very effected by means of the aperiodie suitable resistances may be provided
good quality was obtained from that transformer L, L which follows the for the valves in use. It will thus be

station, and from 5XX, with extremely
simple manipulation.

design of the ordinary barrel type,

plug-in,

high -frequency

transformer,

seen that, upon the panel there are
(Continued on next page.)
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Four Valves, One Dial-continued
only three knobs, being the tuning
control, volume control, and on -and off switch.

Components
Intending constructors should note
carefully the accompanying list of
components used in the receiver described, and although departures from
this list may be made without detriment to the functioning of the completed set, care must be taken to ensure that all components will fit easily

arrangement of them is somewhat unusual, but will be apparent upon consideration of the drawings. Looking
at the back of the set, the two righthand terminals, which are placed one
on top of the other, are for aerial and

earth, while the next two are loud-

left. The two terminals for negative
grid bias complete the necessary
terminals.

Construction
The constructional work will present
no difficulty even to a beginner, as the
variable condenser can be arranged to
fix to the panel by the one -hole

method while a drilling template is
supplied with the potentiometer. A
single hole is required for the switch,
and, apart from the four holes for the

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

WIRING INSIRUCT.ONS

One panel, 8 in. by 9 in. by 3/16th in.

(Radion Mahoganite, American Hard

Join aerial terminal to one side of Ll socket.

Rubber Co., Ltd.)

Join earth terminal to other side of Ll

One cabinet, with baseboard 14 ins.
front to rear. (Cameo.)

socket.

Join moving vanes of Cl to centre point of
Potr. and to one side of L2.
Join fixed vanes of Cl to G of V1, thence
to other side of L2.

One pair of brackets. (Cameo.)
Four valve holders, anti-microphonic

type. (Benjamin.)
One Eureka straight -line -frequency
variable condenser, .0003. (Portable
Utilities Co.)
One 4 in. Radion Dial. (American
Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.)

Join A of V1 to one side of L3.

Join other side of L3 to H.T + terminal of
thence to H.T. + 1

L.F. Transformer,
terminal.

Join one side of L4 to one side of C2 and

One Potentiometer. (Burndept fire-

R5.

less, Ltd.)
Super-audioformer.
One
Pacent
(Igranic-Pacent.)
One "Super -Success " audio -frequency

V2.

Join remaining side of C2 and R5 to G of

Join A of V2 to P terminal of L.F. trans-

former.

choke. (Beard & Fitch, Ltd.)
Two "Success" single coil mounts.
(Beard & Fitch, Ltd.)

Join G terminal of L.F. transformer to G

of V3.

Join A of V3 to one side of Choke Z, and to
one side of C3.
Join remaining side of Choke Z to H.T. + 2
terminal.
Join remaining side of C3 to one side of R6
and to G of V4.

Four screw holders for fixed resistors.
(Burndept Wireless, Ltd.)

Four fixed resistors to suit valves.

(Burndept Wireless, Ltd.)
One .01 fixed condenser. (Paragon
Rubber Co.)
One Dumetohm holder and .5 megohm
resistance. (Dubilier Condenser Co.)
One " solid type " valveholder. (Borne -

Join remaining side of 116 to G.B. - 2

terminal.

Join G.B. - terminal of L.F. transformer
to G.B. -1 terminal.
Join G.B. + terminal to L.T. - terminal,

Jones & Co.)

thence to one side of switch S.
Join remaining side of switch S to one end
of Potr. and to one side of 111,112, R3, and II4.
Join H.T. - terminal to L.T.+ terminal ,and
to one filament terminal of V1, V2, V3 and V4
valveholders also to remaining side of L4,
and remaining end of Potr.
Join remaining sides of R1, 112, 113 and It4

One " Resistaformer " aperiodic H.F.
.ransformer for 300-600 metres. (Pete Scott Co., Ltd.)
One " Yaxley " filament switch.
(Rothermel Radio Corporation.)
One .0003 condenser and 3 megohm
resistance. (Dubilier Condenser Co.)
One piece of ebonite 8 in. by 2 in. by
I in., for terminal strip.
Thirteen terminals. Glazite for con.
nections, wood screws, Radio Press Panel
Transfers, etc.

into the space provided, at the same
time leaving ample room for the
largest type of valve likely to be used
to vibrate easily without coming into

contact with other parts of the set.

The design is, however, very flexible
within the limits mentioned, thus permitting a wide variety of components
to be employed.

Terminals
Owing to the fact that there are a

large

number of terminals to be
crowded into a small space, the

to remaining filament terminals of V1, V2,
V3, and V4 valveholders.
Join H.T. 3 terminal to L.S. + terminal.

Join L.S.- terminal to A of V4.

the same plane as the baseboard. Use
this drawing in conjunction with the
wiring instructions given in the next

brackets, no further panel drilling will
be required
The baseboard components having
been obtained, they should be laid out
in position, care being taken to ensure
ample room for the valves if a varia-

speaker minus and plus respectively,
reading to the left. Next come the
three positive high-tension terminals,

of the detector valve -holder.

4HT.+1 +2

-L.T+

+3

iq

Fig. 2.-The panel is here shown in
column.

while H.T. - and L.T. + are next in

order, placed one on top of the other,

as are L.T. - and G.B. + next to the

tion from the specification has been
made. The grid condenser and leak is
secured by soldering one of the tags
directly on to the grid soldering tag
The

mounts for the fixed resistors are also
soldered directly to the filament tags
(Continued on page 266.)
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As used in the ELSTREFLEX Receiver!
1_11111,111111110F

ot

,

2ir

ORMOND

SLOW MOTION

adadalthodoolliuluILD\\\''''
"11

LOW -LOSS

DIAL

CONDENSERS

RATIO 55-1
This Condenser and the

Straight Line

Ormond Twin Model are
used in the
ELSTREFLEX receiver

Wavelength
(SQUARE LAW)
REG° DESIGN

719828

The Ormond LOW LOSS Condenser illustrated above and also the Ormond Twin
Model were chosen for use in the ELSTREFLEX receiver (described in " Wireless,"
Sept. 25th) because of their " slow motion " movement so desirable in this
type of receiver.

ORMOND LOW LOSS CONDENSERS
Straight Line Wave Length (Square Law). The world famous slow motion friction control movement
is incorporated, ideal RATIO 55-1, similar to that fitted to the ORMOND S.L.F. Condenser. This
ratio is high enough for finest tuning and low enough for easy searching. Direct drive provided for
rough setting. Fitted with ball bearings to ensure smooth action. Rigid construction, the moving
vanes being connected to the heavily nickelled and polished brass end -plates. Negligible losses.
Fixed vanes supported on best quality ebonite strips. No gears, absolutely silent in action on the
shortest wave lengths. Terminals and soldering tags for connections. One -hole fixing. Complete
with 3" Knob and Dial and slow motion knob.

Capacity Prices :

All condensers when NOT fitted with the Slow
Motion movement retail at 7/- less.

Orders can now be taken for the Ormond

Twin Models of
similar design cost :

.00025

- - -

13/6

.0003

- - -

14/6

.0005

- - -

15/ -

.00025
.0003
.0005

Ormond

Condensers

are

Ormond

Tri-gang Condenser eminently suitable for the
Elstree Solodyne Receiver. Price £2 0 0
complete with anti -capacity shield, knob and dial.

krgitered

199-205 PENTONVILLE RD
Continental Agents:

19/-

21/23/ Condensers

are

obtainable from all dealers
-everywhere.

obtainable from all dealers
-everywhere.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.

mfd.

,cs

76.4t4'4-

KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1
Telegrams: "Ormondengi, Kincross."

Factories: Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1
Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., "Phonos House" 2 & 4 Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, W.C.I
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Four Valves, One Dial -Continued from page 264
soldering to the switch will be
accomplished later.
This
completes what we may term

their respective valve holders, thus simplifying the
of

wiring somewhat.

the first layer of wiring-that

Transformer Connections
It will be noticed that the
connections to the iron -core
transformer are marked P,
H.T.

G,

is, the leads nearest to the
baseboard.
Next join up grid coil to
grid of first valve, H.T. + 1
to L.F. transformer and H.F.
transformer, anode of detector valve to P of L.F. trans-

and G.B.
another make

but should
of component be used here,

former, the G.B. - of which is
joined to G.B. negative 1. G

which employs the more
conventional markings, the
equivalent connections will
and
OS,
OP,
be IP,

of this transformer

IS respectively, but should
the makers, however, indi-

cate any special method of
up their .product,
their instructions should in

wiring

the grid of the last

adhered to.
Leaving the panel away from
all

cases

be

the baseboard at first, wiring

should be commenced by join-

ing the grid -leak and condenser to the " grid " socket
of the H.F. transformer

All filaments are extinguished by the operation of the
switch on the right of the panel.

holder.

+3.

the drawing given, and no

r2

The connections to
this holder will be clear from

difficulty should be experi-

4-1

enced in this respect.

M.T.

Wiring Order
Next join up the positive
filament lead to the valve holders, " plate " socket of

panel being just rested

in

position to enable this lead to
be bent to shape. The actual

57

POTENT:

bared on the wire for the connection to be made. Next

C

+

-2

E

Fig. 3.-An aperiodic coupling, L3, L4,

used to
couple the H.F. valve to the detector valve, as may be
seen from this circuit diagram.
is

to the variable condenser
being bent to shape and

soldered to the condenser lugs
before the panel is secured to
the baseboard.

Coil Sizes
The aerial coil L, may consist of a No. 25 or a Gambrell

condenser employed a Gambrell " C " will cover the
broadcast band in the tuned
circuit. The coils for DavenL.T.

joined up to this lead later
on, and a place should be

valve,

taking a lead from the grid leak to G.B. - 2. This completes the second layer, and
the remainder of the wiring
may now be put in, the leads

" A," while with the .0003

01

H.F. transformer, and L.T. +
terminal, which latter is to be
bridged across to H.T. - .
The potentiometer is to be

join up the fixed resistors to
one contact of the switch, the

is con-

nected to grid of third valve.
Now complete the plate connections of the third valve to
choke and condenser, and join
the latter and the grid -leak to

try may be a D for L while
an E or El will be required
in the tuned circuit. The
equivalent coils in the numbered series, Nos. 100 and 250

respectively, may, of course,
be employed.

Further details of this re-

ceiver will appear in our next
issue, when notes on operating will be given.

a-

A rear view with coils and valves in position. Notice
the position of the L.F. transformer and choke.

The available space on the baseboard is utilised in the
most efficient manner possible to ensure simple wiring.
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'among the principal electrical changes,

while the system of baseboard construction has replaced the overloaded

root my

panel. Variable condensers are an__
immensely improved component in both

their practical and their theoretical

!'1111111!ii11111111111P11

construction, and are furnished with
much better dials, which move much
more easily than those we had to use
a year or eighteen months ago.

Near and Far

Reading between the lines of what 1

In these columns Lord Russell expresses each week his own personal
views on matters of interest to " Wireless" readers.

A New Aerial
About a year ago I was told that

certainly seems to get very good reception,

and

has

enabled

me

to

prolonged and extensive experiments

separate stations with the same set
which could not be separated on a

sausage aerial, separated by four -inch

long

had shown that eight

wires in a

single wire
had, for

aerial.
I have
example, Milan,

wooden rings, gave the actual maxi-

already

structed this aerial last summer, and
ever since my tennis court has been
littered with it, because I was waiting
for a wonderful mast to fix it to.

blast.

between two chimneys, with a horizontal length of about forty-five feet
and a down lead of all eight wires of

with stiff jerks, which makes fine
tuning difficult.

Barcelona and San Sebastian, while
all the broadcast stations were in full

mum collection for the broadcast
waveband. Full of enthusiasm, I con-

Now at last, in despair, I have slung it

Equidistant as I am from
London and Bournemouth, I have not
yet managed to get Manchester while

these two are on, but I think I shall.
After all, the set I am using is rather
out of date, and its condensers turn

about twenty-five feet. I have already

Modern Receiving Sets
The change both in the appearance

been experimenting with it, and find
it certainly more selective than the
longer aerials I have been using, but
not more powerful for the nearer

and the method of construction of

And the Results

next year. Screened coils, neutralising

stations.

For more distant ones,

receiving sets has been very great in
the last two years, and I should not
wonder if it was even greater in the

. . .

see in the wireless papers in descriptions of what sets will do, in inquiries
from correspondents and the like, I
have come to the conclusion that there

are two quite different kinds o.f broadcast listeners, viz., those who live near
to a B.B.C. station and those who are
fifty miles or more away. Their whole
outlook on receiving is different, for
while the latter are comparatively free
to search for distant stations, the

fornier are much more largely

thing within a hundred metres of it.
It is this latter class in particular who
want to know about loose coupling,
wave traps and other selectivity devices. Perhaps there is a third class,

ro which most of us on the South Coast
belong, whose trouble is Morse, loud,
Of
continuous and inescapable.

course, fortunately for a good many
manufacturers, a large number of

people axe fairly satisfied if they can
and
local station
receive their
Daventry.

the best we have tried, and we shall

always use it in the future." --The Wireless Trader.

After testing the Burndept L.L. 525 Super Valve
THE " Ethovox " and the new Burndept Super Valve
type L.L.525 go together, one is the complement of the
other. The " Ethovox " is a remarkable reproducer,

but its tones are enhanced still more when the correct Super
Valve is used. The " Ethovox " is justly famed as the best
horn type loud speaker made.

It is finished in the exclusive Burndept

ri h mahogany colour, with polished smooth surface that does not
collect the dust.

Type L.L.525 is a Super Power Valve, designed for the last stage of an
amplifier where great volume is required. Its high emission and good
characteristics ensure perfect reproduction.
Type L.L.525. Super Power Valve, 5 volts, 0.25 amp. Emission
35 ma., amplification factor 3.3. Impedance 3,000 ohms.
H.T. :-120 v. (grid -15v.) ; 150 v. (grid -20 v.)
22/6

No. 963.
.4ETHOVOX "
(Type 750) with
Metal Horn ; for
use direct in the
plate circuit.
PRICE
£4 10 0

[1.2:URNDEPT
/

4},,, ,- zaaA

Head Office & Factory : Blackheath, London, S.E.3.
Telephone: Lee Green 2 roo.

Telegrams: Burnacoil, Phone, London.

London Office & Showrooms: 15 Bedford St., Strand, w.c.
Telephone : Gerrard 9072.

Telegrams : Burndept, Westrand, London.

AGENTS AND BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

con-

cerned with how to cut out their nearby
station when they are seeking for any-
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MORE SECRETS OF MODERN RADIO EFFICIENCY

/

In

continuing his

disclosures upon

By

the secrets of

J. H.

modern efficiency

REYNER,

in wireless re-

B.Sc. (Hons.),

ceivers, Mr. Reyner
includes i n th i s

A.C.C.I., D.I.C.,

article the question

A.M.I.E.E.

of interaction
between H.f. stages

AST week we discussed

the general methods

which stability
was obtained in high frequency amplifiers,
by

when balanced up by this method,

nevertheless still bursts into oscillation
at some point. It may be that this
oscillation could be checked by reduc-

and dealt with some

ing the capacity of the neutralising
condenser, but if this were done it
would probably be found that oscilla-

There are still two points on which
a little further discussion is of interest.
Neutralising
Neutralising a wireless receiver is
accomplished
by
increasing
the
capacity of the neutralising condenser

tion of the condenser scale.
It is well known that in the majority
of cases if the capacity of the neutralising condenser is increased beyond
the stable point oscillation again
ensues. Many readers will have wondered why this is the case, because if
the neutralising condenser is producing counter -reaction then one would

wit

the difficulties
which had to be oversuch circuits.
of

come

or condensers until the circuit is stable over the whole
of the range. This point is

tion would result at some other por-

the circuit begins to partake of the
nature of the ordinary Hartley circuit. If the neutralising condenser is
increased beyond a certain value,
therefore, oscillations of this second

origin will set in.

Obtaining Complete Stability
Both these oscillations occur at the
frequency to which the ciris

tuned,

and

what

actually happens in circuits
which
.0

existing between the anode

/

and the grid of the valve,

Indeed, one of the most

With the majority of circuits, however, the presence of the neutralising
condenser allows of a certain measure
of direct coupling between the anode
and grid portions of the circuits and

cuit

reached when the capacity of
the neutralising condenser is
approximately equal to that

taking into account such
other capacities due to valve
holders, leads, etc., which may be associated therewith.

and opposite amount of energy through
the neutralising condenser.

/

1

3

Fig. 1.-Direct coupling by stray fields leads to a loss
of selectivity.

satisfactory methods of neutralising consists in rendering the valve inoperative by extinguishing the filament, but still
leaving it in its socket, so that the
capacity effect remains, and then definitely adjusting the neutralising condenser until no signals are heard.

With such an arrangement we then

obtain a bridge formation, any energy
passing through the valve being neu-

expect any increase beyond the neutra-

lising point to produce a decrease in
signals.

The Explanation
This was a problem which I investigated recently and explained in an

tralised by that passing through the

article entitled " The Truth about Neu-

" Unneutralisable " Circuits

less, Vol. 4, No. 9. The trouble is
due to the fact that the ordinary type
of neutralised circuit has two modes
of oscillation. One of these is due to

neutralising condenser, and in such a
condition the circuit is neutralised.
Now, many of my readers will have
experienced cases in which a circuit,
although giving a perfectly crisp zero

troublesome

to

second type of oscillation
occurs is smaller than the

's

2

are

neutralise is that the critical capacity above which the

TRA Y
ENERGY-

tralising" which appeared in Wire-

the capacity of the valve, and this

mode is checked by feeding an equal

value required to neutralise
the first mode of oscillation.
We therefore obtain a condition of affairs where the

circuit is unstable, since
neither ;mode of oscillation

can adequately be checked.
The problem is to design circuits such
that this overlapping of the two
modes of oscillation shall not occur,
and thus to obtain a thoroughly
stable circuit.
Recent investigations have shown
that a large percentage of this trouble
is due to capacity coupling between the
primary and secondary winding of the
transformers adopted. The informa-

tion on this subject is as yet by no

means complete, but it is found that
provided care is taken to ensure that
the capacity coupling between the
windings is kept low, then a stable and
easily neutralised circuit is the result.
It is impossible to say more than this
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three successive tuned circuits, each of
which is exercising its due filtering

MORE SECRETS
OF MODERN RADIO
EFFICIENCY
(Continued from previous page)

at the present moment, because, for

one thing, the problem is too complex
to enter into in a brief review such as
this.

EXPERTS IN RADIO
SEE

FOR YOURSELF

be so worked out that it will give satisfactory reception without noticeable
interference.
We have, however, a certain transfer

See and hear for yourself.

and that is the interaction between
the various circuits and the direct
pick-up of the coils themselves. This
is a problem to which I myself have
paid particular attention, and to -day
the question of screening is becoming
recognised as of increasing importance.

One of the first problems which con-

fronts the designer of the high -freis

the dis-

Go

to a Brandes Dealer and look
over the Brandes range. Get
him to demonstrate and make
your own comparisons. Not

of energy direct from circuit No. 1 to

Stray Fields
There still remains one aspect of the
question of radio -frequency amplification which has not yet been discussed,
and is one of considerable importance,

quency amplifying circuit

The tuned circuits are so designed that at the end any interfering
signal which we are endeavouring to
eliminate is reduced to a certain definite proportion of the signal which we
are receiving, and this proportion may
effect.

269

3, so that the filtering
action of No 2 circuit is lost altogether and the signal strength from
the interfering station, instead of

circuit No.

many instruments of such good
class are so reasonably priced.

being of negligible proportions, is comparatively strong and sufficient to
cause noticeable interference. This is

Observe that the cost of the
Brandola is considerably reduced

simply a crude method of explaining
how stray coupling between the various circuits can destroy selectivity.

A Fallacy

Until comparatively recently this
argument would have been immediately countered by the answer, " Yes,

but we can place the tuned circuits in

The first British

convention of
amateur radio experimenters took
place recently at
the Institute of
Electrical E n g ineers

THE
BRANDOLA
Specially built to bring greater volume with

minimum current input and exceptional clarity
over the full frequency range. A large
diaphragm gives new rounded fulness to the

low registers, and new clarified lightness to
the high. Reproduction controlled by a thumb
screw on the base.
Polished
ho
walnut plinth with electro-plated
fittings. Height z6 ins., bell 12 ins.

under the

auspicesof the
Society of
Great Britain

Radio

crepancy between the actual results

such positions that they do not couple
to each other." Various arrangements of coils were in vogue, in which

obtain from it a certain standard of

tween any two of the circuits was zero.
Recent experiments, however, have
shown that this is not the case. There

and those which would be expected.
We may construct, for example, a receiver having two tuned circuits, and
From

efficiency.

the

information

obtainable on this circuit we may deduce

a

certain

increase in signal

strength coupled with a definite in-

crease in selectivity from the addition
of a third tuned circuit. When such
a tuned circuit is incorporated, however, it is often found that the results
do not come up to expectations,
neither the signal strength nor the
selectivity being as great as might be
expected theoretically.

Effect on Selectivity
Let us view the selectivity problem

If we have three tuned
circuits and they are so placed that
there is a certain small, though perfirst of all.

ceptible, coupling between them, then
a certain amount of the filtering action
which takes place in the circuit is going
to be lost. This will be understood

from the diagram shown in Fig.

1.

Here we are passing a signal through

it was alleged that the coupling beis always a certain capacity coupling

THE TABLE -TALKER

In the case of coils comparatively close together it is found that

establishes its value in relattbn

between the coils which has a two -fold

The new goose -neck design is the result of
research in radio acoustics, which definitely

effect.

the

the construction of the horn eliminates metallic
harshness. Volume and sensitivity controlled
with small lever located at the rear of the base.
Elegantly shaped, tasteful neutral
brown finish, felt -padded base.

zero -coupling is obtained in positions

quite different from what one would
expect, and, moreover, that the actual
zero position varies considerably with
the distance between the coils. This
is to be expected, since what is really

Height x 8 i ns .,

bell to ins.

Brandes

happening is that a balancing -out
effect is being obtained between the

magnetic coupling and the capacity

coupling, and the point at which these
two effects cancel out is not only dependent on the distance between the
coils, but is also extremely critical.

Unavoidable Couplings
If the distance between the coils is
greater than a certain amount then the
(Continued on page 273.)

to

diaphragm fitted. Patent material used in

From any reputable Dealer

Brandes Limited, 296 Regent Street, London, W

ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908
57

Service Advertising
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Cheaper and
Better Jacks

How to Obtain Long Range on Two Dials
Full operating instructions for the receiver which was described in detail last week

By STANLEY G. RATTEE, M.LR.E.
I -00000c.C1

Ashley Radio Jacks are
made of nickel silver springs,

with pure silver contact and
Bakelite insulation throughout. Tags are tinned and
spread fan wise for easy
soldering.
Note
the

Prices
EHOWING HOW TAG, ARE FANNED.

JACK No. I.

JACK No. 2.

c.

below

SINGLE CIRCUIT

(CLOSED). 1/6

igabst.
JACK No. 3.

readers
who
constructed or
intend building the
receiver
three -valve

HOSE
have

(OPEN). 1/3

SINGLE CIRCUIT

DOUBLE CIRCUIT. 1/9

1,11
JACK No. 4. FILAMENT SINGLE CONTROL. 1/9

JACK No. 5. FILAMENT DOUBLE CONTROL: 2/3

Telephone Plug

described in the last
issue, will no doubt
be interested in how
to obtain the best results, and for this
reason the question of selectivity will
form the first subject for discussion.

Coil Sizes
In the preliminary operating notes
of last week it was recommended
that for reception upon the broadcast

waveband a No. 25 coil should be used

for Li and a No. 60 or " B " centre tapped coil for L2. At a distance of
approximately

ten miles from the

London station the selectivity of the
set, when using these values, is quite
good, but it must be understood that
at distances under ten miles it is possible that the selectivity will be less
pleasing.

Where the set is used within a few

miles of a main B.B.C. station the
selectivity of the receiver can be improved by reducing the size of the

aerial coil Li. Using too small a coil
will, of course, not only reduce interference but will also reduce signal
strength,

Price 1/6
Occupies less space than any other plug. Metal
parts highly nickelled and polished. Bakelite insulation throughout, suitable for spade or pin tags,
and any type of flexible or solid wire connection.

Another Test
The receiver under review has for
a time been used at Clapham, S.W.,
which is something like three or four

miles from 2L0, and it was there found

that a No. 25 coil would permit of
Bournemouth being received with slight

interference from the local station.
This coil was replaced by a Gambrell

" a," when it was found that though
there was a slight decrease in signal
strength the gain in absence from
interference compensated for the loss
consequent upon

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. (1925), Llcl.
Finch Place, London Road. Lwerpool.
0

smaller size.

the use

of

this

On Long Waves
So far as long waves are concerned,

it is found that using a No. 75 coil

for L, and a No. 250 centre -tap for
La will allow of 5XX being received
in London without interference from
Radio -Paris.

Valves
In regard to valves for this receiver,
specimens of 2-, 4- and 6 -volt types
have been tried, using both special
H.F. and general-purpose designs.
As to results, each one gave satisfaction after some little care in the
adjustment of H.T. voltage.

The high-tension
voltage used
ranged between 60 and 90 volts, while

type of
the battery outside the set in the
a

2-microfarad Mansbridge

fixed condenser was connected across
usual way.

Searching
With regard to the actual operation
of the set some brief details were
given last week, and though, in fact,
tuning will be found to be quite easy,

it may be found that one does not
know when the two circuits L, C, and
L, C, are in tune unless signals are
The receiver is very
silent in what are called background
being received.

and though when the local
station is tuned in there is no indication of how fast the two dials
should be turned relative to each
other in order to keep the circuits in
tune, it may be understood that the
dials should be turned approximately at the same speeds.
Filament Current
noises,

A point which the operator should

bear in mind is that the adjustment
of the filament rheostat controlling
the filament of V, is somewhat critical

in that too little or too much

resistance in circuit will cause the
valve to burst into oscillation. The
correct adjustment is by no means
difficult to find, but the fact is mentioned in case readers experience difficulty in stabilising this valve.
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ANOTHER RADIO PRESS SUCCESS
(111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Elstree Design Triumphs at
Amsterdam

"ELSTREE SIX" WINS
A MATEURS of

all nationalities
were invited to submit wireless
apparatus constructed by themselves

for competition at the International
Festival, held in
Amsterdam between September 18 and
26.
The aim of the Amsterdam
Radio -Amateur

II II

IN

1111

Wood, London, N W.8.

and their friends in all countries.
The result of this international
competition, open to the world, has
gained for a Radio Press reader and
a Radio Press design the first place.
The gold medal of the competition,
the highest distinction possible, has

son is interested
of wireless sets

been awarded to an " Elstree Six "
set, entered by Mr. R. W. Emerson,
of 3, St. Ann's Terrace, St. John's

Radio Society, organisers of the Festival, was to encourage the spirit of

10 11

Mr. Emerin the construction
purely as a hobby,
being engaged in the fur business.
The " Elstree Six " entered for
competition was identical in layout
and construction with the original
" Elstree Six," the Radio Press Star
set, of which a full description was

goodwill between Dutch radio amateurs

III

III It

VARTA

El

II

111

published in the June issue of Modern
Wireless.

II II II

III

MI

VARTA

MONOBLOCK
THE ORIGINAL
H.T. ACCUMULATOR
FORTY YEARS of experience in
the manufacture of accumulators of
sizes have gone to the designing of
this Monoblock H.T. Accumulator.
all

111

1111111

NO TROUBLE has been spared in
making this Monoblock the perfect source

of H.T. current. The insulation is of
the best and every possible step has
been taken to eliminate self discharge.

IN

II
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MORE ABOUT THE LOEWE VALVE
Further details

What happened

of an important
development

in the
Elstree tests

00000c0000000000000
very good quality. This instrument is illustrated on

ONSID ERATIONS

of

vented

our

space last
week pre-

The extremely
291.
compact nature of the set can
be gathered from this photograph.

page

giving more

than the

H.F. Possibilities

barest outline of the interesting tests carr'ed out recently
at the Elstree Laboratories
on the new valve designed by
Dr.

Loewe.

It

The valve can be adapted
for use as a H.F. amplifier,
and presents many interesting possibilities for use in

be

will

For
multi -valve receivers.
remembered that the central
example, the receiver upon
feature of this new valve is
which the main demonstrathat it contains within a
Dr. Loewe explains his larger set to Mr. Kendall.
tion was performed is the
single evacuated bulb a comequivalent of a five -valve set, using
plete set of the necessary components note -magnifying stages. A simple
form of reaction circuit is used, and two of the new units. The first
in the way of coupling units to provide
of these provides
a complete ampli
the equivalent of
Tier of, say, two

V

stages.

two

high

Compactness
Using t he s e
valves,
viously

it

is obpossible

to construct some
remarkably simple

-

stages of
frequency

a m p I i fication,

upon the T.A.T.
system.

The circuit of

the

r .g

given

receiver
on

is

this

and compact

page, and it will

remarkable

sistance - capacity

be seen that re-

receivers, and a

example of such
compactness

given by
smaller

was

the

receiver

Fig. I -It will be seen that the circuit employs T.A.T. high -frequency
coupling. The first two valves and their associated resistances and
condenser are contained in one vacuum, as is the case with the last
three valves.

shown us by Dr.
Loewe.

This

ploys a single " valve," equivalent to
a detector and two resistance -coupled

the results obtained from the local
I

station are extremely powerful and of

It is possible to use this receiver with one" valve" (the

detector and two resistance -coupled amplifiers), in which

case only the coils on the right of the instrument are
employed.

-

coupling is employed for the
aperiodic
H.F.
stage, and it is

interesting

t

that this
appears to be quite a practical proponote

(Continued on page 291.)

The inside of the receiver which was tested at our

Elstree laboratories. Note the entire absence of components other than the three condensers.
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TUNGSTONE'S SECRET
USES ONLY PURE LEAD, MACHINE PASTED PLATES, NO SEPARATORS

EFFICIENCY
(Continued from page 169)

capacity coupling is greater than the
magnetic coupling, and no zero position is possible, irrespective of the
placing of the coil. This critical distance beyond which there is always a
permanent coupling is only in the
order of 8 in. or 9 in. with the average types of coil, which is of the same
order of the usual distance between
the first and third coils in a receiver.
therefore,
These
investigations,
showed that any reliance upon careful

placing the various coils in order to

obtain zero coupling between any two
of them was almost an impracticable
proposition. Some other means had to
be adopted in order to overcome this
interaction between the various circuits, and these will be considered next
week.

OFFICIAL TEST CERTIFICATES EXPLAINED

AMP.
HOUR EFFICIENCY
the amount of Electrical Current given out by

is

any

For example the very high and exceptional efficiency figures of the Amp.
hour Electrical Current put into any Tungstone Starter or Wireless Battery
by the Car Dynamo or Bench charged is efficiently and economically Stored

by the Pure Lead Plates (used only by Tungstone) and 96 of
the current put in is available for the future needs of Self -Starter,

NEWS IN ADVERTISEMENTS
The attention of readers whose hightension batteries are running down is
drawn to the advertisement of Lissen,
Ltd.
*

*

Igranic - Pacent Baseboard - mounting
Rheostats, full information of which,

in addition to the complete range of
Igranic components, may be obtained
from then catalogue No. S.32.
*

*

Lights, Ignition or Wireless purposes.

If the Car Dynamo is not constantly and fully charging the Tungstone
Battery you are losing these high efficiency results which Tungstone is
capable of receiving and maintaining and which are considerably more in
Volume than any competing present day Battery.

WATT HOUR EFFICIENCY

is the stored amount of Electrical Energy or Power given out as demanded

Messrs. Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
announce an interesting line in the

*

The new Ormond catalogue, which
contains comprehensive descriptions of

Ormond products, will be sent by the
Ormond Engineering. Co.,. Ltd., upon

in proportion to the amount put in by the Dynamo. The Watt Hour

Efficiency at 88`, is exceptionally high and in the proportion to Amp. Hour

is an equally remarkable result.
Sent post free, Copy of the Original
British Government Test Certificate with
"Unique Booklet of the Battery Trade."
Inaugurating Revolutionary Methods
favourable to Users. For the first time

in the World's History of Accumulator
Manufacture, Tungstone as the result of
Its original Design and Manufacture on
Standardised,
Interchangeable
and
Accessible principles can issue a definite
Priced Parts List of all its Component
parts and PI tea for fitting in any
Tungstone Battery by unskilled labour.
No other Accumulator maker in the World
has ever issued a complete Parts List for
Battery Owners.

request.
*

The

Battery in

proportion to the amount put in by the Dynamo.

*

Balkite

Burndept

Trickle

Charger is featured in the advertisement of Messrs. Burndept Wireless
Ltd,

*

*

TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., St. Bride's House, Salisbury Sq.. London, E.C.4

You ean construct yourself a
handsome PAPER DIAPHRAGM type, or CONS type
LOUDSPEAKER in half an hour for lees than it would
cost you for the ordinary cheap horn type Loudspeaker.
You wit obtain VOLUME, CLARITY, and unsurpassed
Prices, particulars and Diagrams
tonal quality.
for stamp. TRADE inquiries invited. Tell your dealer
and our COMPONENTS.

Messrs.

*

Goodman's, 27, Farringdon St., E.C.4

rewound,

and

reconditioned

Owing tone rapid growth of business in our REPAIRS Department. we regret that we find it temporarily impossible
to maintain our 24 -hours service. Pending extension and
re -organisation, a delay di a few days may be unavoidable.
VARLEY Magnet Co.
Replacement

Dept.,

*

Collinson Precision

remagnetised,

EQUAL TO NEW

A lso obtainable fro n Spencer's Slores,4-5. sson'a A ve,E.0 .2

ni!m-alkai

W

Screw

Co., Ltd., are advertising the tolvern
screened. coil.

By specialists skilled
in every form of accurate
and intricate coil unnding.
Headphones, Loud Speakers and Translormers

Tel.: City 4472.)

*

The Disc -Brown loudspeaker is the
subject of the announcement issued by
Messrs. S. G. Brown, Ltd.
*

pAi RS

Build Your Own LOUDSPEAKER

WITH A LIBSENOLA OR BROWN. A

*

Interesting information on H.T.
battery charging is given in the literature of Messrs. A.F.A. Accumulators.
*

T.A.7s

OFFICIAL TESTS BOTH CREATE A WORLD'S RECORD.

Proprietors: 1

r-irrr:rm.
' _,,rrNirC.11/1

-11

VILT

'

'VP Co 246 Gt ListerSt Birmingham.

Oliver Pell
Control Ltd.
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The

LBOM
(pronounced SIL-DON)

1111111111

Lin

CONSTRUCTORS
handsome new

.

)

.

TRIPLE GANG

114

f.-7

4/.111131111/1111

_

CONDENSER

OTHER attractive features are-each

are giving this
model a most

electrically separated.
Anti -capacity plate supplied. OperaCondenser

enthusiastic welcome because of (1)
Its absolute freedom from whip. (2)
Independent adjustment of each Condenser by novel means, completely
eliminating hand capacity.

tion of all three condensers as " silky "
as if only one was used. Whole instru-

ment perfectly rigid. Supplied ready for
immediate fitting. Construction and finish
are well up to the fine Cyldon standard.

Send for particulars of the Cyldon WAVEMETER-it identifies unknown
stations and makes searching and testing out simplicity itself.

Cyldon TEMPRYTES

for use in the New Five -Valve

"Elstree SOLODYNE."
Price £3

.

10 . 0 (Without Dial)

£2 les.
£4 les.
Get full particulars of all Cyldon Products from
your dealer or write direct to the makers.
Other Cyldon Condensers comprise Square Law,
Square Law Dual Pattern, and the S.L.F. 4 in.
Knob Dial, supplied free with Square Law and
Dual Models, and 2s. extra with S.L.F. or Triple

2 Gang Condenser 4 Gang Condenser -

Gang.

The best means of valve control. British Made and delivered from stock immediately.
Can be supplied in correct resistance for

SYDNEY S. BIRD
& SONS,

each 2/6
each 1/6

"Cyldon" Works, Sarnesfield Road,

State resistance (ohms) required, when buying, or be sure to give
name of Valve and voltage of Accumulator
supplying current to the Valve.
any Valve.

Cyldon Temprytes
Holder mountings

...
...

ENFIELD

TOWN,

MIDDLESEX.

Telephone : Enfield 0672.

CHARGE YOUR
ACCUMULATORS

AT HOME -

By simply connecting the " Ulinkin " with your accumulator
and a direct electrical current in use in your home for lights,

PRICE

heaters, etc., your accumulator can be automatically charged free
of cost. The standard " Ulinkin " model costs 42/.. There is

REDUCED PRICES
CLIX TAPER
& Accessories
unique connector with unlimited
application.
Any number of connections may be made to one point
A

and insulators and bushes in six colours
may be obtained. Terminals eliminated
and tight connections ensured.

NICKEL PLATED.
Clix Plug Socket
Clix Taper Adapters

.. 2d.

Bushes in six colours
Insulators

.. Id. per pair.
.. id. each.

each.
each.

.. Ud.

Other Clix 'tments include Clix Wander Plugs, Clix
Pin Terminals and Clix Parallel Plugs and Sockets.

AUTOVEYORS LTD.
84, VICTORIA ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.1.
Phone : Victoria 309.

Telegrams : " Autooeyor, Sowest, London.**

a Junior model at 12/6 and a Senior model costing 52/. which
is constructed for use in garages, workshops, etc.

421 -

COMPLETE

Write for leaflet fully der...th-

ing this ingenious invention.

Money returned in full to any
purchaser teha is not vatisfied.

UL

N K

NI

BATTERY CHARGER

23,KING STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

TELEPHONE:- CENTRAL 7616

Makes short circuit impossible
The " Peerless "

JUNIOR
Rheostat

An OFF position

is provided, while
definite stops make short circuit impossible,
Resistance element is immune from
damage. Will safely carry current of two
valves.
Complete with
nickelled dial and one -hole
fixing. Three types: Size ri"

2/6

diameter, r high, 6, 15 or
3o ohms,
Price only
From all dealers or direct;
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & R N.DIO CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
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GREAT POPULARITY
COMPETITION
MANY VALUABLE PRIZES

WIN AN "ELSTREE SOLODYNE"!
mine the order of importance of the

RULES AND

Then in Space B record what you
consider will prove, as a result of

CONDITIONS

popular circuits out of the SIXTEEN.

Place in the FIRST square the distinguishing number of the circuit
which you think will get the greatest

conditions is a condition of entry for
the Competition, and the decision of

the Editor upon all points must be
2.

as FINAL and

legally

3.

which

form

subject to this Competition.

the

Select the one which you consider
most popular and record your vote
in Space A on the form overleaf.
These votes when counted will deter-

In the square marked 2nd, place the
distinguishing number of the circuit
you consider will get the second
largest number of votes, and so on
up to cumber 12.
The competitor whose list agrees or
most nearly agrees with the order of
importance as defined above, will be

awarded the FIRST PRIZE, apart
from his own vote in Space A.
The next nearest will receive the

On the next page are set out the
sixteen circuits

Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House, Strand,

5.

SECOND PRIZE, and so on.

4.

Your name and address must be
clearly written in ink in the space

provided, and the voting paper sent

Votes

will

be

London, W.C.2.
counted and lists

checked under the supervision of a

number of votes.

The acceptance of these rules and
considered
binding

Competition Editor,
" Wireless,"

the votes, to be the TWELVE most

OF ENTRY
1.

in a stamped envelope (lV. stamp)
addressed to :-

firm of Chartered Accountants, none
of whose employees will be allowed

to compete.
6.

The Editor will not undertake any
correspondence in connection

with

the Competition, nor be responsible

for any letters lost

in transit, or
Froof of postage cannot be
accepted as proof of delivery.
Only the VOTING NUMBERS must

delayed.
7.

8.
9.

appear on the Ballot Papers.

No

other marks should be made.
The closing date is October 12, 1926.
The list of the principal prize -winners

will be published and every prize-

winner individually notified.

Three Special Prizes and One Hundred Consolation Prizes, Each
Consisting of a Valve.
FIRST PRIZE

"SW

SECOND PRIZE
A ready -built " Elstreflex Two,"
the special " Wireless " reflex
receiver. Ready for use, but
without accessories.
TESTED BY
OUR LABORATORIES.

A ready -built " Elstree Solodyne," the
famous "Modern Wireless " five -valve
set with single -dial tuning. Ready for
use, hut without valves or other accessories.
TESTED BY
OUR LABORATORIES

THIRD PRIZE
A ready -built "Razorsharp "
wayemeter, des:gned by Mr.
Reyner. Complete with
all necessary coils.
TESTED BY
OUR LABORATORIES.
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POPULARITY COMPETITION
BALLOT PAPER
No mark must be made in this space

NOTE THESE POINTS
I. Read carefully the rules on the other side.
2. Vote in Space A for the circuit you consider
the most popular.
3. Vote in Space B for what you consider will be
the result of the votes.
4. Fill in name and address and post in a closed
stamped envelope addressed to :Competition Editor,
" Wireless,''
Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush House,
Strand, London, W.C.2

SPACE A

NAME (Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

I record my own vote for
No.

........

Address

as of greatest popularity.

I estimate the result of the voting as follows :-

SPACE B.
1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

5th.

6th.

7th.

8th.

9th.

10th.

11th.

12th.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

HERE ARE THE CIRCUITS :Ref.
No.

CIRCUIT.

Detector with reaction and one transformer -coupled L.F.

1

CIRCUIT.

Two H.F. valves, detector and one transformer -coupled
L.F. amplifier, neutralised and screened.

amplifier.

Detector with reaction and two transformer -coupled L.F.

2

One H.F. valve and detector, neutralised.

3

One H.F. valve, detector, and one

4

L.F. amplifier, H.F. stage neutralised.

Two H.F. valves, detector and two transformer -coupled 10
Two H.F. valves, detector and two transformer -coupled 11
L.F. amplifiers, neutralised and screened.
Two H.F. valves, detector and two L.F. amplifiers, one 12
transformer -coupled and one resistance coupled, neutral-

One H.F. valve, detector, and two transformer -coupled

5

One H.F. valve, detector, and two resistance -coupled L.F.
amplifiers, H.F. stage neutralised.

6

L.F. amplifiers, H.F. stage neutralised.

One H.F. valve, detector and two L.F. amplifiers, one 7
transformer -coupled and one resistance -coupled, H.F.
stage neutralised.

9

L.F. amplifiers, neutralised but not screened.

amplifiers.

transformer -coupled

Ref.
No.

ised but not screened.
H.F. valves, detector and two L.F. amplifiers,
one transformer -coupled and one resistance -coupled,
neutralised and screened.
Two H.F. valves, detector and two resistance -coupled L.F.
amplifiers, neutralised but not screened.
Two H.F. valves, detector and two resistance -coupled L.F.
amplifiers, neutralised and screened.
Three H.F. valves, detector, and two transformer -coupled
L.F. amplifiers, neutralised but not screened.
Two

13
14
15

Two H.F. valves, detector, and one transformer -coupled 8
16
L.F. amplifier, neutralised but not screened.
In making a decision, remember that you are asked to decide upon the popularity of the circuits, not their efficiency;
the views of your friends may help you. Another point : Do not forget that the use of screening in a set, although it
confers important benefits, increases the cost, and so requires careful consideration.
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I HAVE
BEEN ASKED
Has your H.T. Battery ever been stale when you

I have a 4.valve Family receiver which,
after giving two years of very satis.
factory service, has developed crack.
ling. I have changed the H.T. bat.
tery, but the trouble is still present,
and I should be glad, therefore, if
you would recommend me a later de.
sign in which I can incorporate my

bought it ?

Have you ever thought it did not last as long as it
should have done ?

This is a risk you need not run. Insist on a Lissen
New Process battery. These, thanks to our new direct -

present parts.

to -dealer distribution policy (which also cuts out all
wholesale profits), are actually on sale in the London
area within three days of being made in our Richmond

It is not to be advised that you in-.
corporate your present parts in a receiver of later design than the set you
mention, since if a fault is present in
one of them it is likely to give rise
to difficulty with a new set. The best

factory.

Every battery therefore is brimful of new energy when
you buy it, and our secret new process causes them to
retain this energy for an unusually long time and also

course to adopt therefore is to get your
present receiver working correctly before thinking of making another.

yields far clearer loud -speaker reproduction.

Crackling of the type you mention
is often due to an H.T. battery which
has run down, but as you have tried a
new one it is scarcely likely that this

Ask for' it at your dealer's, or if any difficulty send
direct. No postage charged, but mention dealer's name.

accessory is responsible. Try the effect

therefore of replacing all flex leads
in the set, whilst making certain that
your switch contacts are in order, and
that no joints in the set are loose.
In practice a breakdown in the
primary winding of the L.F. transformer will often give rise to the noise
of which you complain, and if it can
be heard when one note magnifier is
switched out of circuit it is to be
advised that the L.F. transformer on
the right-hand side of the panel be

Price would
have been r3/ but for our new
policy.

changed for another which gives silent
working.

If an intermittent break is

present in the primary winding of this
component,

crackling and loss of
volume will result, reception becoming
spasmodic 'in nature. The same effect
will, of course, be noticed if the
primary winding of the L.F. trans-

former in the centre of the panel has
broken down, but the noise, in this
when

Quality tells in rheostatic devices

this component, is responsible, and this
point should not be overlooked.
I have made the " Cut Him Out I " wave.

Let your wire rheostat or potentiometer be a
LISSEN-the wires cannot shift and short circuit
-the contact brush moves firmly yet pleasantly
-the heat resisting former cannot soften-there
are accessible terminals-and the combined knob
and pointer will fit flush with the neat photo-

case'

should only be

heard

both note magnifiers are in circuit.
Occasionally a breakdown in the loudspeaker windings, or in the leads to

trap described by Mr. Kendall, which
works excellently in cutting out London, but is completely ineffectual in

the case of Daventry. Why is this?

The wavetrap you mention is made

to function on the lower broadcast
band, and is not designed for Daventry, to cut which latter station out it
will be necessary to construct a special

coil to replace that in use at present.
The coil should consist of 250 turns

of 30 -gauge enamelled wire, wound on
a 3 -in. diameter ebonite former which

should be approximately 4 in. long.
The coil should be tapped at 50, 75,
100 and 125 turns from the beginning
of the winding. If this coil and the
one at present in use are arranged on
a plug-in base it will be a very simple
matter to change over when necessary.

Use a Lissen 35 Ohm Rheostat for the Elstreflex.

engraved dial when mounted.

Lastly note the

irresistible appeal of the new prices, made possible

by our big production programme and our new
direct -to -dealer distribution policy, which cuts

out all wholesale profits.
Compare a LISSEN with any high-priced rheostat

-remember that LISSEN rheostats have themselves been high priced-then think of the new

LISSEN prices, and you will make a quick
decision to buy a LISSEN.
Previously 4/- NOW 2/6
7 Ohms
..
35

o

Dual
Potentiometer, 400 ohms

4/- NOW 2/6
6/- NOW 4/6

4/6 NOW 2/6
Important to the trade t Orders for all LISSEN parts must now be sent to factory
and not to usual wholesale dealers. Apply for particulars of new trading policy if
not already advised. Every dealer in his own interest should be registered with us.

LISSEN LIMITED, 18.22, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
Managing Director : T. N. COLE.
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WEEK'S DI AR
THE recent suggestion discussed
by Mr. J. C. Stobart, of the
B.B.C., to the effect that " radio
universities " may soon be established
in this country is extremely interest-

electric trams and overhead electric

railways? A friend of mine who is
always wishing for something better

in radio has recently constructed a
superheterodyne.
He finds distant
stations come in at unbelievable
strength, but are not in the least

worth listening to on account of the
terrible " atmospherics " caused by a
railway at the end of his road. The
only programme that he can enjoy is
that of the local station, to which he
listens with only one L.F. valve in
use, thus cutting down the outside

ing, but I must confess that I don't
see how it's to be done. The idea,
presumably, is to broadcast lectures

corresponding to the standard courses
for various degrees.
How, though,
will the B.B.C. check the activities of
pirates, who don't pay their fees and
get degrees for nothing?

noises to reasonable dimensions:
*

*

WIRELESS is rapidly bringing the
Bache

is

Peninsula,

on

Ellesmere Island, said to be the most
northerly police post in the world.
CNRV, one of the fine Canadian
National Railway Stations, at Vancouver, is successfully received at
Bache, 7,000 miles distant. This is
the sort of thing that brings home to
one the growth of broadcasting during

the last four years!
*

*

*

yOU will see on another page in
this issue full particulars of
the latest Radio Press success. Radio
Press receivers have, of
course, always been in the
forefront in this country,

South Wales, and the hope was ex-

pressed that it would soon make itself
heard in India, America and Africa.
The number of broadcasting stations
run by societies in this way is growing. very rapidly, and they certainly

seem to run very smoothly, on the
Above will be seen the trophies for
which amateur constructors from all
over the world competed at the World's
Fair in New York.

One cannot help wondering
whether our own broadcasting service
whole.

will do so when it is taken over by
the State. I am rather afraid thal
some

but it is a significant fact
that after winning three in-

The winners of these vari-

highest praise for the excellent workmanship of the sets
they sent in. Their trouble
has been well repaid ! Congratnlations!

the average Englishman does
not worry nearly so much

about the education of his
children as the Scot, so that
it is hardly surprising that

*

many

induced to give up radio by

such interference -factories as

Na-

been

casting; the only trouble is
that there are not enough of
them. It is well known that

ous seompetitions deserve the

how

needed

arranged in Glasgow. Among
the subjects down for debate
are " Religion and Broadcasting " and " Education
Broadcasting."
Sir
and
also
Walford Davies will
Conferences of this
speak.
description undoubtedly do
much to popularise broad-

awarded.

would-be enthusiasts have
been almost, if not quite,

be

conference on " Broad-

tional Radio -Amateur Festival recently held in Amsterdam. This was organised by
Amsterdam
Radio
the
Society, and the gold medal
is the highest distinction

I WONDER

will
occasionally !

casting' and Scottish
has
tional Life"

gold medal at the Interna-

-11-

lubrication

N October 12 and 13 a

ternational prizes in America
a " Radio Press " design
-the famous " Elstree
Six "-should carry off the

*

*

NOT many seem to realise that the
new high-powered station at
Sydney is run by the Theosophical
Society of Australia. It was opened
by the Minister of Education for New

loneliest of outposts into touch
with the world. The latest spot so
equipped

*

lI hen it was learned that Mr. Black, the thirteen -year.
old builder of a " Mewflex " receiver, had won a special
award, the World's Fair authorities cabled for a portrait
to be sent over by wireless. The photo " before and
after " is seen here.

Scotland is setting the example in this way. May
England follow as soon as
possible!
WAVE TRAP.
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EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908

By C. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

IS THIS WHAT

AVING a considerable
weakness for the plug
fl

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ?

and jack method of
switching,

a

it

happens that I

often
find

TESTING the new z -valve receiver at our

that all my available

loud - speakers are
fitted with plugs when I wish to try a
new receiver provided with terminals

Works at Slough, on a standard P.M.G. aerial,

we tuned in the two Paris stations, London,

Daventry, Bournemouth, Birmingham and NewThis despite bad
castle on the loudspeaker.

the output instead of a jack.
Sometimes, too, it is desired to use
several loud -speakers in parallel upon
for

screening set up by a large power station not
more than 5o yards from the vicinity of the
laboratory. We were testing on 66 volts only.
You can expect even better from the 3 -valve

a receiver with a jack for the output,
and a certain amount of difficulty

sometimes arises in making the necessary parallel connections. Little difficulties of this -sort make me wonder

why it is that no one, so far as I am
aware, has yet put upon the market
a

Brandeset.

simple parallel -connection unit to

overcome them.

A Remedy
Such a unit would simply be the

equivalent on the plug and jack system

of

the telephone

distribution

boards which are sold for use with

crystal sets, and would consist simply of

a small box to stand upon the table,

HAVE YOU ENTERED THE
COMPETITION ON PAGE 275 ?

THE BRANDESET
The new Brandes s -valve set features

simplicity of control and ingenious
compactness. Condenser dial, filament
rheostat, reaction dial and " throw -over "
switch for long or short wave tuning com-

containing three or four jacks, wired
in series or parallel according to the

requirements of the user, and with

plete the panel controls.

some provision for connecting it to the

Straight line

is employed. The standard coil is suitable
for Daventry and no " plug-in " coils need
be purchased. The
H.T., and grid bias leads are plaited

into one cable from

rear of set.
frequency condenser tuning and grid -bias
(Exclusive of Marconi Royalty and Accessories.)

output terminals of the receiving set.
For general convenience, this provision should probably consist of a
flexible lead bearing a plug upon its
end for use with receivers having a

£6 10

.jack for the loud -speaker, and, in addition, a pair of terminals should
be provided in parallel with this

flex connection for connecting across
to the output terminals of a set which
does not employ the jack system.

An Alternative
An alternative method of paralleling loud -speakers with plug and jack

THE BRANDESET III.
The new Brandes 3 -valve receiver employs

connections would be to use the special
plugs which I remember in Army days
as having been used for tapping -in

the same ingenious characteristics as the
Brandeset II, except that an extra stage of
Audio Frequency is employed. It has
straight line frequency condenser tuning,

on telephone exchange switchboards.
These plugs really consisted of a plug

grid -bias, and is adapted to long and

wave

tuning.

Both

receivers

give most excellent loudspeaker repro-

duction on a number

of stations, and are
specially designed for

this purpose.

£8 10

(Exclusive of Marconi Royalty and Accessories.)

and a jack made up into one component, so that the plug was rather
large and long, having at one end a
hole into which another plug could be
inserted, so that the operator could
tap -in on the line without interrupting it. The socket in this special
combined plug was wired in parallel
across the contacts of the plug proper,
so that, upon inserting another plug
in it, the two instruments connected
to their leads were placed in parallel,
but, of course, it would be quite easy
to arrange that they were connected
in series if desired.

short

randes
From any reputable Dealer.

BRANDES LIMITED
6x

296 REGENT ST.

W.'

Service Advertising
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How Radio is Making Music International o

El

Special Exclusive Article by Well-known Conductor
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missions on Sunday evenings la

A
NEW ERA
IN MUSIC
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from the Piccadilly Hotel render

especial interest.
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which

NE of the most interesting, and from the
musician's point of

effects that the popularity of wireless has

ternational music. There has always
been, of course, a number of classical
masterpieces by German, Austrian
and other masters, which have been
widely known and appreciated in
every civilised country of the world.
But, apart from these, which were
generally the compositions of great
musicians now dead, there has always

importations.

An International Stimulus
Naturally enough there is much

that is good in this attitude, for a
country should support its own composers first so long as their work demands recognition; and of course no
one could -deny the greatness of such
people as Elgar and Parry, to name
but two examples. On the other hand,
any country, no matter how great its

own musicians, is a little apt to be-

come narrow in its conceptions unless
is

constantly

When, as is certain soon to be the

of the European capitals on wireless
sets of moderate cost, comparison of
the items is naturally bound to follow. The music rendered will be followed critically, and this will have an
influence in many ways.

A recent portrait of Mr. de Grooe.
way

in

which

programmes

have

changed proves, by the very increasing

inclusion of it, that music is the most
popular of all the sorts of entertainments the B.B.C. can give. The same
thing has happened in other countries.

Long Distance Interest
For a long time, the concerts given
from the studios of each nation satisfied the bulk of its population. But
the spirit of restless human endeavour

A Potent Factor
First of all, the flood of letters

which

most pleases them.

because the chance of hearing constantly the music of other schools and
comparing it with their own work is

bound to affect their own compositions

to some extent.

Now it

is

more the styles of past foreign
schools that present them -

study under preradio keeping us constantly
in touch, all the latest developments abroad could be
studied and criticised easily
and without expensive tours
selves for

sent conditions, whereas with

Increasing Proportion of

or purchases.

Music
It is only five years since
broadcasting became a factor
in the everyday life of the
world. Yet in that very short
time the musical public of the

An International Standard

It is inevitable in every art
that, in time, international
comparisons be made and a
standard of excellence set
which satisfies the tastes of
every nation. Radio is going
to help to do this in the case
of music, for, as I have said,

vastly in-

creased, and music is gradually becoming an integral part
of the life of every nation
largely as a direct result
Items
of its programmes.

their listening -in sets, but the

Then, living com-

directly than is the case at present,

such a splendid part, although
that part is only just beginning even now.

were chosen at first in the
belief that people wanted to
hear lectures and talks on

and

posers will be influenced far more

nations of the world. And
this is where radio has played

been

pours into the B.B.C.

every other big broadcasting organisation from its listeners will begin to
alter. People will express their preference for whatever sort of musio

son with that of the other

has

unsatisfied

case, it becomes possible to hear most

standing the test of compari-

world

remains

get .a really efficient small set quite
cheaply, there entered a sort of spirit
of f,(iendly competition, and the habit
of listening -in to other great stations
became more general. And this is
bound to go on.

brought in its train is the manner in
which it has helped to popularise in-

been rather a conservative tendency
among the bulk of the music -loving
pub& to look askance at. " foreign '

always

prompted experimenters to try and
get other nations' concerts, and with
increasing success. As wireless construction progressed, and it became
the rule instead of the exception to

view the most valuable, of all the good

its own work

Ei

this article by Mr. de Groot of d

although there
many
works

The author with the Stradivarius violin given to
him by an appreciative listener on the condition
that it was only used for broadcasting.

are already
which
are

accepted as masterpieces, yet
it is essential to the welfare

of music that the work of
(Continued on p. 282.)
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0 accumulator
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coshng only

.06 amp

fel:F. cost 9/- each

not only that !-

I am assisted by a large and expert staff,

Mink of Fhe

and the advice we give is .ound. If we cannot help you we will say so; if
we can we will tell you how.
We have FREE booklets setting out the possibilities in connection with each of
the subjects shown in the ists ; send for the one in which you are interested
or ask for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which also is free. You incur no obligation.

the valves
themselves

/

COMMERCIAL
Accountancy
Advert. Writing

ZLUSTROLOX- IS

perfecrThree2

/

Salesmanship

ALL -BRITISH!

Army Certfct. Courses
Auctioneering & Estate
Agency
Banking
Book-keeping.
Commercial Arithmetic

4 29' For valves,

L

-I-he power valve: "7.7"/

Auditing

Ind using only
46 amps!

2 voiF -34 any, r-=

costs only/

---

-What's more

III -%72/

Commercial Law
Company Law

Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
General Education

ASK YOUR DEALER

Workshop Organisation
TECHNICAL
Applies mechanics

Valves also obtainable from Lewis's, Ltd.,
Liverpool and Manchester, and

AB ur ihdiitnegct ueroanl sDt ituacwitii on g

LUSTRO LUX LTD.

Clerk of Works' Duties
Boiler Engineering

West Eollington, near Macclesfield.

Boiler Making

Chemistry
Civil Engineering

Send for Catalogue "D."

ASK YOUR DEALER
for the
new

S. L. F.
I's

The Bennett College.
We give a

". writ ten

2We
. altsupply
the

success

books FREE

3.

Modern Business Methods
Police Entrance and
Promotion Courses
Secretaryship

tiJSTketti?

GOOD REASONS
why you should join

guarantee of

Costing - Economics
English and French

/r/Cort

Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity Engineering
Engineering Costing,

Quantities and
Specifications
Foundry Work

We have

expert tutors for every
Department

necessary

4We teach by
. post --y o

study in roar

Yours sincerely,

spare time.

ogfeil

TECHNICAL-Cont.
Mathematics

Have You

Matriculation
Metallurgy . Mining
Mine Surveying
Engineering
Architecture
Pattern Making
Quantity Surveying
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering

ANY

NM acivt ao ir

Ambition ?
Most moderate elutryes,
payable monthly.

No extra fees.

Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy & Telephony
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers'
Course

ne:D:NtE.ite:44:;:Ecitd.

Heat Engines
Internal Combustion

Engines

°.'1°t1 1°

Marine Eng., B.O.T.

5
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\

,
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The New J.B., S.L.F.
Condenser is made on

WE

TEACH
BY POST

lines similar to our Low
Loss Type (Pat. No.
241805),

fountain of inspiration and because we are
really proud of them. Having helped thousands
of others to achieve success and advancement,
it may be possible that we can help YOU.
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Corner at The
Bennett College. We
give it that name because it contains in bundles
about One Hundredweight of letters
which we have received from Grateful
and Successful Students. We keep all these
thousands of unsolicited testimonials as a
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SHEFFIELD

IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

In addition,

W

VW

Dept. 111:

its many excellent new
features include Special

The First Step .

Bearings Top and Bottom

which eliminate springs.
Side and End play in the
centre spindle is impossible. The Top Peering
is of large diameter and
friction -lined, which ensures anabsolutely smooth
movement. The brass
vanes are supported at
tips to ensure accurate
spacing. End plates are

highly polished and all
fittings are heavily nickel -

plated.

OBTAIN AT
ONCE OUR
BARGAIN LIST

It will certainly pay you before deciding which
Wireless Receiver to purchase this Season.

Fitted with r shaft, sold complete with 4"
Dial and is more compact than most S.L.F.
Condensers.
Retail Prices :
..
.. 11/6
.0005 mfd .
.00035 mfd
.00025 mfd

..

10/6
10/ -

Gang Control Triple Condenser for the Elstree "Solodyne," 47/6

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD 5T

LONDON
-W.I.GEF.RARD 7414
(First Floor)

Agents for Holland: Radio Rears, Papestraat 8, Sgavenhage, Hague, Holland

Elwell Aristophone. 4 Valve Receiver, a general-purpose
Instrument, Tuning 300-4000 metres without change of Coils,
variable Grid Control. N.P, Fittings. Mahogany Cabinet, plug and
jack switching for any number of Valves. x pair Phones. 4. Valves.
H.T. and L.T. Batteries,
With Accessories £35.
Without Accessories £28 10 0
Fellows 5 Valve Receiver, Oak Cabinet, glass fronted, plug and
jack switching for any number of valves. 5 Valves, r pair Head Phones, Loud Speaker lead. H.T. and L.T. Batteries and set
£20 0 0
Complete with Accessories ...
of Coils,
273-274
FREE !!

HIGH
HOLBORN
W.C.1

List and

Catalogue

49711PC14101i?' on
Application.

WIRELESS'n COUPON.

r_,

Vol. V.

No. 8.

QUESTIONS AND ANSIVERS.

This coupon must be accompanied by a P.O. for 2!6 for each question,

and a stamped addressed envelope whet sending queries to the
Radio Press information Dept. for a postal reply.
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Listeners are fondest of what they
know, so long as this means good

music, and after all we musicians have
to supply what the public asks, for on

How Radio is Making Music International
(Continued from page 280)

living composers can be judged by the
whole world quickly. And what more

certain way than to put it at the com-

of listeners everywhere by
broadcasting it from a wireless studio?

pride about being able to produce work
good enough to satisfy a whole world
of listeners.

their voice we depend. Naturally I
do not mean abominable jazz, but for
broadcasting especially it is unwise to
try too much of the far advanced and
more intricate classics.

A Great Force

mand

Time Difficulties
I believe that the time is not far
distant when international broadcast

concerts will be arranged for in many

of the principal cities of the world.
The difference in times at various
places naturally presents

certain
obstacle, as it would require an enthua

siast to sit up to the small hours waiting for a special item, but of course

there are many capitals where such
things

easily.

could be negotiated fairly
However, as soon as such con-

certs become at all a regular feature
of our lives, there is going to take
place an exchange of ideas and influences which will affect the whole

construction of music to some extent.
All poor music is bound to fall before the judgment of international
audiences. Only the best will be retained.

Competition will be even

further stimulated than at present,
for there will be a distinctly national

Average Tastes
On the other hand, it would be a
fatal mistake to try and make every-

But by giving more and more music
to the world radio is helping all of us

terated classical music of the more
difficult sort. When a man comes in
tired from a day's work, he does

benefit to the world at large. In addition to gradually setting a higher

one listen -in to programmes of unadul-

not want to have to think deeply
about
the
composition
wireless
gives him.
It is not like a
where

concert -hall

there

are

the

movements of the orchestra and the
compelling magic of the conductor's
baton to assist everyone to gain what
one may call the " atmosphere " of the
music.

listens

It is not as if everyone who
were

a

musician

already

who have the love of real music at
heart. More, it is granting a great
standard in popular tastes, it is help-

materially to make beautiful
music become more and more widely
ing

understood

and

appreciated, which

should result in great works being
written to satisfy the increasing demand. And one of the biggest boons

to our modern harassing and hurrying
world will come with the universal
knowledge and love of the masterpieces of music.

familiar with the construction of the
work played. The average audience
is made up- of people who want melody

-always melody, and who have little

liking, when they are tired at the

day's end, for hearing pieces of high
technique certainly, but lacking the
familiarity of their favourite, though
perhaps less classical,

compositions.

A very useful booklet entitled "The
Rapid Station Guide" is presented

free with every copy of "Modern
ireless" for October.
Have you got your copy yet ?
PRICE ONE SHILLING.

9:9(f~4,9994.4%%4M4E424AVZ :F.;:.SigOgiNtWaEaSiri:":0F2g44Nr:'49.2;,::4%?:4:.4.N:ArAgraSY:N:''.:404:4449.:4:4:9(244:9.

BASE -BOARD RHEOSTATS
The control of modern multi -valve receivers is often
simplified by the use of master rheostats, but it is always
wise to fit a separate rheostat to each valve. It enables
the user to experiment with different types of valves and
to operate each one at the correct temperature.

Igranic-Pacent Rheostats, so often mounted on the
panels of receivers, are equally suitable for baseboard

mounting.

Igranic-Pacent Rheostats are small and compact ;

PORCELAIN
TYPE

mount one by the side of each valve holder and you can
simplify wiring and operate each valve correctly.

Igranic-Pacent Rheostats are made with resistances of 6, 10, 20,
30 and 50 ohms. The action is smooth, silent and certain --there
are no " blind spots " to cause flickering and noise.

The knobs are of highly finished Bakelite and the dials are

of silvered metal.
Porcelain pattern
Bakelite

...

11

2/6 each.
4/- each.

Also as Potentiometers with a resistance of 400 ohms. Prices as above.
SEND FOR IGRANIC CATALOGUE No. S.32.
See them at the Igranic Stand No. 49, Birmingham Wireless Exhibition, Oct. 5 -16th.
4;
4%

A

N
N

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C? LTP

149, QUEEN ViCTORIA ST., LONDON.

.?..

% f4:0:89:04r:4120000.04.%:' 40%, :(01.1(te.A.Z. Z61:4:4A0.4 ;'A 04

Works: BEDFORD.

BAKELITE
'TYPE

4;

'.,' 6: :f/..V...Z.Z .ft. ,e;/. '.4..'efA' (2: 6: 6: (AISI :.;AN f:SI:WA:4A.IVZ:'/(0%.61iS:6'A;SY:V;' :4,' :116:6' (Y,19:
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Like the Potter
at his wheel
SLOW MOTION CONDENSER

-mechanically and
eleefrically
HE Efesca " No loss " Slow

T

Motion Condenser is a Square
Law type embodying the latest
practice in condenser construction. It has earthed moving vanes, direct
contact " No loss " metal end plates, and is
operated by means of a friction drive slow
motion device of unique design, with large
operating knob and dial.

The Efesca "No loss" Slow Motion Condenser is a beautifully built component, made to maintain the reputation of
Efesca wireless products for engineering precision and
instrument finish.

'0003 MFD 16 /6 EACH

'0005 MED 17 /6 EACH

Ask your Wireless Dealer or write for complete
catalogue No. 57313 and Circuits, employing
Efesca Components. Wholesale only :-

FALK STADELMANN & Co.Ltd

83-93, FARRINGDON ROAD, E.C.1
And

at

Glasgow,

Manchester, Birmingham,
Newcastle and Dublin.

"THE modern mechanic at his lathe, and the old-time

I potter at his wheel-craftsmen both ! Though the

electric motor has replaced the foot pedal, much of
the potter's skill and deftness in fashioning his ware is
needed by the worker responsible for making the modern
Loud Speaker.
Those engaged in the production of 313r0W11 Loud Speakers

and Headphones have not

allowed the necessity of mass production to exclude the
human element. It is this
which is responsible for the
many unique features for which
the 313t.OWT1 is noted. Through

every stage-from the original

designing of the instrument
to the final, rigorous testingthe lirown receives from the

hands of its makers, almost the
care and attention of a parent.
You can o nly appreciate the full

meaning and effect of this conscientious workmanship when

you see and hear the 18rown
for yourself. In its flawless

appearance, in its superb tone,
and in its remarkable volume
-alike in every phase of
the Broadcast-the Zrown
stands by itself-ahead of
comparison.

The new DISC. 113tOWII reputation

is fully upheld in this, the latest model.
Strongly housed in its handsome metal

case, in volume and tone it is
unequalled. In two models (both
2,000 ohms).

Black and C7 7
Gold

as'

n Oxydised

A -I

911Z

Silver

S. G. BROWN, Ltd., Western Ave., N. Acton, W.3.
Retail Showrooms: 19, Mortimer Street, W.x ; 15, Moorfields,
Wholesale Depots:
pool; 67, High Street, Southampton.

I,ansdown Place West, Bath; Cross House, Westgate Road,
Newcastle; 120, Wellington St., Glasgow; 5-7, Godwin
St., Bradford; Howard S. Cooke & Co., 59, Caroline
St., Birmingham ; N. Ireland : Robert Garmany,
Union Chambers, I, Union St., Belfast.

2,

titatf 14clemoireza

Ariteda

ogfeeeafriate 4.Fete arowt Solovomo
G.A. 5952
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Rheostat

An Appreciation

0

k
O'

bil

t

0

4o
0g4,

13

2
IN

P

Inside

q

4

o
,

A RHEOSTAT iS ingeniously

built inside this dial. Only

CORRESPONDENCE

4
0

write this letter in
DEAR SIR,-I
reference to the one -valve set for 35s.

described in WIRELESS, Vol. I, No. 10,

by Mr. J. H. Rayner.
I put together a set using this circuit,
substituting bought components for his
home-made ones. I have had excellent
results with it. Although it has only
been in use for a week I have received

more than twenty-five stations, including
many continentals.
Amongst the best of the latter are
Hamburg, Frankfurt, Vienna and BrUnn
(Czecho-Slovakia).

Dundee comes in at good loud -speaker

strength and can be heard all over a
large room.
In closing, I may say that no solder
or patent connector was employed in the
wiring. Neither was any ebonite employed for a panel, or as bushes for the

This week -end
build your own

loud speaker!

Pi a space of 2i'' diameter is
krequired in front of the panel 4

terminals.

First of all go to your

,IF and 7/16" at the back. Thus
i valuable space is saved, wir-

your designs.

I wish your paper every success and a
long life.-I remain, yours faithfully,

costing only 13;'6, really

it4

CONON PETERRIN.

ing is made easier and the

appearance of the panel
improved.
0, The movement is extremely

and a very fine

g,smooth
k4variation is possible.
11,5

4
'

F guides the adjustment.
method.
Nickel

til

Plated

Made in three

Dial Indicator.

types, 6. 15 and
30 ohms resist-

t i vely. Each

11

(

Resistance

sold at the very
moderate price

t.

in Dial.

of

!....!1111

I

\Soldering

Patent
246435

Tag.

2/9

Obtainable from
One Hole
Fixing,

iro

all up-to-date
dealers,

t.4

Selficontainal

RHEOSTAT
Out of sight, out of mind.

ti

IPA

NII

0

current control and costs only 1/3.

A

there are several nights in the week
when there is no alternative, every
station taking the London programme.

yourself for a few pence, providing you with a powerful

assistance we shall soon get what is

obviously

necessary.

What do

readers think ?-Yours faithfully,

1404

The Benjamin Battery Switch gives perfect

o.

I I I I 64 v.1 LI rATAvAvA I rAvAYA421 FIlivAvA I I

South Norwood, S.E.25.

J. E.

so

your

BIRD.

home you can build a horn
instrument which will compare

with any expensive loud
speaker you have ever heard.
Or, if you prefer a cone principle diaphragm-very

simply made-you should get
a Lissen Reed as well (1/ -extra),

If you have never heard a

" Lissenola " there's a surprise
in store for you.

Before buying ask your
dealer to demonstrate the

LISSENOLA
LISSEN LIMITED,
18.22, Friars Lane,
Richmond, Surrey.
Managing Director: T. N. COLE.

L.36

" MODERN WIRELESS "
1/- October Issue Now on Sale

f11111111111111111111111W111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

difference.
When you get the " Lissenola "

readers of your valuable papers only
recognise this fact, with your kind

It THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.,
ih
Brentwood Works, Tottenham, N.17.

use the same horn on
the "Lissenola" and see
if you can notice any

mitting that an alternative is necessary.

chief necessity at the present time is to
give every listener a chance to pick up
at least two stations. Apparently there
is only one way to get this : pressure of
public opinion, and I honestly believe
that the majority of listeners desire this
more than anything else in connection
I think if the
with broadcasting.

1 B E PrEALI/1 N
rr

SIR,-Much has been said and written
with reference to alternative programmes, the B.B.C. even showing what
is possible in that direction, also ad.

creasing now, but surely with such a
policy the result will eventually be the
reverse. I am not speaking from my
personal view only, but this seems to
be the opinion of the majority of
listeners with whom I come into contact-not a few, by the way.
With regard to the merit, or otherwise, of the London programme I do
not propose to express an opinion, but I
am certainly of the opinion that the

. Panel. antes respec-

and tone to any loud

he has in stock-then

Wanted

Makers are improving sets, listeners are
being encouraged to build better and
more expensive sets-for what? To have
only the London programme?
The number of licences may be in-

4 Fixing is by the one -hole

is fully equal in power
on the best loud speaker

Real Alternative Programmes

In spite of that, at the present time

a nickel -plated pointer

dealer and satisfy yourself that the "Lissenola,"

speaker on the market.
Ask your Dealer to put

Arbroath, Forfarshire.

The ,

dial (made of genuine Bakelite) is marked 0 to 100 and

I have read your paper since its origin
and have made a great many sets from

1! 1111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111
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SET FOR THE

A CRYSTAL

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES
Build this selective little receiver and be
ready for the new conditions.
SHARP TUNING AND STRONG SIGNALS
This compact crystal set, described by R. J. O'Connell,
incorporates a convenient form of inductively -coupled,
centre -tapped circuit, and is designed in such a manner
that a two -valve amplifier can later be included in the
"phones" compartment of the cabinet.
.1

1.

1. .0.

I.

.1

11.

-di

HERE is no doubt a
great number of users
of crystal

sets

who

believe that the question of selectivity is
one which belongs to
the realms of multi -

idd

I.

0.

.1. .1. .1.

.1.

.1 bd.

possibility of two programmes (exclusive of that transmitted by 5XX) being

available to crystal users in at least
the London area in the near future, it

.

O.

11.-.

The Chosen Circuit
After a considerable amount of experimenting, the arrangement shown

in Fig. 3 was found to give a very

high degree of selectivity, and when

valve sets and still use a direct coupled circuit in their receiver.

Those readers situated near the coast
have long ago realised that sets of the

latter type are useless, and with the
z

To. LW, a,
8.aseeow ow),

Borrow Ep,,E
oo PANS,.

6

Fig. 2.-The knob marked S is
This photograph was taken to show

local station to Daventry.

how the coil mounts are disposed upon
the baseboard.

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

the

switch and is only brought into use
when it is desired to change from the
L

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

L.C..

O

One mahogany cabinet (Magic Five

type) 10 ins. deep, to take panel measuring

6 ins. by 7 ins., and having a compartment on the right-hand side 3 ins. wide.

rTAP

( Camco.)
One ebonite panel, 6 ins. by 7 ins., and
one baseboard 6 ins. by 71- ins. (Peto-

Scott Co., Ltd.)

One Astatic aerial coupler and base.

(Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.)
One variable condenser, .0003 capacity.
(Jackson Bros.)
One permanent detector.
(Radio
Instruments, Ltd.)
One 2 -pole push-pull switch. (Lissen.)
One board -mounting coil mount.
(Radi-Arc Electrical Co. Ltd.)
Five terminals.
(Burne-Jones and
Co.,Onetd.)
packet RadioPresspanel transfers.
Quantity of Glazite and screws.

100 /
BAseeoARo

6:;r7Wx3/8.

Fig. 1.-The wiring is very simple, and
may be followed out from this drawing.

will be necessary to give as much
thought to the selective properties of
a crystal set as of a valve receiver. It
should also be borne in mind that an

increase in the efficiency of the tuning
arrangement will, as a rule, give an
increase in signal strength, thereby
making it doubly worth one's while to
use some selective aerial coupling.

Join Al to terminal 4 on Ll, L2 coil base.
Join A2 to fixed plates of Cl, to contact 2

of switch S, and to one side of L.C. socket.

Join 12 to moving vanes Cl, to one tele-

phone terminal, and to socket 3 of Ll, L2 coil
base.

Join socket 3 of Li L2 coil base to socket 2
on same base.
Join remaining telephone terminal to side
of detector D farthest from panel.
Join remaining side of Detector D to bottom

contact of switch S.

Join contact 1 on switch S to socket on Ll,
L2 coil base marked " Tap."
Join remaining side of L.C. socket to socket
1 on Ll, L2 coil base.

...
(Continued on next page.)
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the reader, but, as has been pointed
out in these pages before, any com-

ceiving Daventry the aerial is connected to A2, and a coil is placed in
the loading coil socket; the switch

OAP

A CRYSTAL SET FOR
THE ALTERNATIVE
PROGRAMMES

pulled out places the crystal across the
whole circuit.
A list of the parts used in the origiIt
nal receiver is given herewith.
will be noticed that names of the
makers of the parts used in the

(Continued from previous page)

tested against another crystal set employing a direct -coupled aerial circuit
gave a very noticeable increase in signal strength.
This circuit consists of a
small tapped coil LI, tightly
coupled to the centre -tapped
coil L2, across half of which

ponents advertised in this journal may

be substituted, provided they are of

suitable values.

author's set are given as a guide for

Construction
The first step in construction is to
mark out the panel, and no difficulty.
should be experienced in this operation. The panel is attached

to the baseboard by three

screws, and it will not

angle brackets for this purHaving mounted the

pose.

on the panel,
put the short-wave coupler in

components

is connected the crystal detector and telephones.

Four

its base and with a No. 200

tappings are taken from Ll,

plug-in

and- much of the efficiency of

socket,

the circuit depends on the
number of turns in use.
While it is quite possible
to

employ

the

coil

in

the

coil

arrange these com-

ponents on the baseboard,
making sure that they do

not obstruct the moving
vanes of the variable condenser or prevent the set

inductively

coupled arrangement for the

reception of 5XX, the ad-

from fitting comfortably in
the cabinet.
Wiring
The wiring may now be

vantages to be gained from
such an arrangement are not
so noticeable on the longer
waves, and a direct -coupled
circuit is used on the longer

commenced, and as will be

seen from the diagram this
is a very simple business,
and should present no diffi-

wavelengths.
Using this arrangement
with the aerial connected
to Al and the switch S

pushed in, the crystal is connected half -way across Li,
and we have the circuit
shown in. Fig. 3. When re-

be

to make use of

necessary

culty to even the
novice.

A shorting strip is necessary across the loading coil
socket when the local station is being received.

veriest

In fact the whole

operation may be completed
in less than an hour.
(Continued on page 202.)

Revolutionary Design of New
Condenser proves Triumph

of the Show/
Many advantages must necessarily result from the revolutionary design
and construction of the Ripaults Lateral Action Condenser. How much
these advantages are appreciated has been proved by the enthusiasm
the Ripaults Condenser aroused at the show amongst constructors of
Sets-both amateurs and manufacturers.
The excellent points of design which are so necessary for the efficient
operation of a commercial Set make Ripaults Lateral Action Condensers
ideal for your own purposes.
So study the unique constructional features listed-and ask yourself
whether you can really afford to leave the tuning circuits of your Set

Special Constructional
Features :
1. High-grade Ebonite Insulating Bar.
2. Rigid Heavy Gauge Main
Frame, placed out of the
magnetic field, avoiding
eddy current losses.

3. Slider Contact, silent In
action and making permanent connection to
terminal.
4. One.hole Mounting.
5. Solid Heavy Gauge Brass

Plates giving true lateral
action.

Prices :

6. Minimum space occupied
at back of panel. 4 in.
dial covers whole Con-

minus the efficiency given by this triumph in Condenser design.

denser.

7. Specially shaped Driving
Cam, by which Straightline frequency character.
idle is obtained.

8. Special Compensating
Springs,

ensuring

per-

manently smooth movement. Backlash cannot

develop.
P. 4in. Dial, divided into 360

degrees for most precise
control and easier tuning.

.0005
18/6 .00025
(Complete with 4 in. Snob and Dial.)

17/6

LATERAL ACTION
CONDENSER
(PATENT APPLIED FOE)

MANUFACTURED AND GUARANTEED BY RIPAULTS, LTD.,

1,

KING'S ROAD,

ST.

PANCRAS, LONDON,

N.W.1.
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TAP OFF YOUR LIGHTING CIRCUIT
INSTEAD OF USING
Wasteful and Expensive H.T. Batteries
" Goltone

(Regd.) mow

HIGH TENSION BATTERY

THE FIRST
COST SAVED

ELIMINATORS

IN A

SHORT TIME
GIVE INCREASED

VOLUME AND
PURITY OF TONE
Li

A REFINEMENT
AND
CONVENIENCE.

BEYOND PRAPE.

Goltone " H.T. Eliminator Constructional Kits.

Simply plug in to any convenient lampho:der.

Complete withAdaptor, Switch and Connecting Cords.

DIRECT CURRENT MODEL

It to several friends."

£3 - 0 - 0
" CONSTRUCTIONAL KIT "

If,. A.

-

D.,

Eliminator

with full wiring instructions,

£2

USERS WRITE :
E. J. G., Mlllelde, Moulsecombe, Brighton :"I rind it very satisfactory and have recommended

Approx. Voltage Tapplitge 30, 501 75, 90 and 120 volts.
Ready for Inmiediate Use,

Colinton Road, Edinburgh :-"The
is, working in a highly satisfactory

J: W. G., Atkinson Road, Falwell, Sunderland:" I am delighted with the results, I did not think
my, set could do what it does with the Eliminator

5 - 8

ALTERNATING CURRENT MODEL

Approx. Voltage Tappings 30, 60, 90 and 13(1 volts., Dual tap/dune
are taken from each voltage, thus providing in all 8 semirate tappings.
(Including
Ready for

1.0 - 0
Valve)
3
" CONSTRUCTIONAL KIT"

Immediate Use. a

instead of dry cells. The increase of volume is great
and no trace of born whatever."

Mr. It., Market Street, Kirkby Stephen:-" We
have had several which have given every. malefaction."

units in use, and ell are functioning O.K."

Stocked by the leading Radio Stores.

with full wiring instructions;

£4 Valve
- 3extra.-

Mr. K., High Street, Church Stretton, Salop:"We have tested same and congratulate you In

having made an article which is much superior to
others we have tried. We consider your Eliminator
is quite as noiseless as the average H.T. Battery."
Mr. B., Littleborough:-" Have Metalled the
Goltone ' A. C. H. T. Battery Eliminator, and must
say that it has exceeded expectations. It has not
the slightest suggestion of hum or 'distortion of any
kind, and is very satisfactory."
Mr. W. N. CL, Longsight:-" I was delighted with
the result, a, beautiful tone, perfectly clear and no
barahnesa, and at the same time I may as well tell
you it is a great saving of expense."
R. C. L., Exmouth, writes
We have 3 of your

8'

When ordering pleaee state voltage and frequeney of Lighting.
Maine.

Refuse Substitutes.

Large fully illustrated 98 -page Catalogue on request.
Traders should enclose Business Card for Trade Terms

arcl5aoldiiiic)
Bain

N

NDLETON

111111111

orl& Greatest
Radio Pro ts

118.8r moo

11"

E

NEUTRON

H.T. BATTERY
plugs to avoid tamper- in
ing). Note hew price

JOS
-MOOR

/6

77,t

ora

NEUTRON PERMANENT
DETECTORS

e

cons

Ouseructi,n,

Detectors. MAC NUM or CR \ STASTAT for
panel mounting. PANTECTOR, one -hole

fixing, under panel. Guaranteed tested
on actual Broadcast 130 miles from
5XX. Magnum, bM, Crystastat 416,
Pantector

194, Theobalds Road. London. W.C.1.

sP4cED u 117'

thost
inductan,

The most sensitive series of Permanent

Sole Distributors for U.K. and IrelandNEUTRON DISTRIBUTORS,

MARK

TRADE

Full 60 volt. British made.
Long Life (Sealed with special

1

eikie
.

0 iv-

n`rxlmuni

CO/is

-"le-41;4,
crip,eit
est
Set of r..1111 r r,
1-Ive 3/6'"°4, '4" raetres
with
4racla
754

mm J5U II.

vent, y Coll
-4C"

Advt. of
NEUTRON LTD.,
LONDON. W.C.1.

2/

21. t.

...... IS

..... poomarflOVO

AMO0Oo0100
lb

All Export enquiries for Continent and Australasia
4, Bucknall

to Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., 2 &
Street, Oxford Street, IV .1.

,
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SCREENED COIL
LOW LOSS INDUCTANCE FORMER

N ABLE S the set builder
to construct coils, H.F.

oscillator
couplers, etc., of the highest

Transformers,

efficiency, conforming to
the new standard windings
and six -pin base. Constructed of the highest
quality bakelite, the former

is provided with six ribs

which support the windings
giving the maximum
" Wound on air " effect.
Capper Screen with Standard

.. 8/6
6 -pin Base
Screen complete with Base
and unwound Cail
.. 12/6
Former and Base, unwound 5/ As

yotill find the
Glazite way

used in the " Spanspace Three."

iy-

Former only

As will be seen from the above Collinson Precision Screw
illustration the Colvern low Walthamstow, London,
E.17.

bettert

loss former conforms to

standard six -pin base.

the

Coils when wound are 21- in
diameter, the height of the
former is 21- only.

There isn't a single way in which

Provost Works, Macdonald Road.
Telephone-Walthamstow 532.
ALSO AT 150, KING'S CROSS ROAD, N.W.1

GLAZITE isn't better. It's easier. It's
neater. It gives perfect insulation. It's
flameproof. It's damp-proof. It won't
deteriorate in use. And it's cheaper !
Next time, use GLAZITE-the better
ii

way of wiring !

AWE

-BRITISH MADE

REGE1

COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
RED YELLOW BLUE BLACK WHITE arref GREEN]

7/6
A RELIABLE
BRITISH TRANSFORMER
7/6

Obtainable in ten -foot coils, price Is. 2d. per
coil. Or in two -foot lengths-four assorted
colours-Is. per packet. Write fer interesting
descriptive leaflet to
The

A Prominent Wireless Paper said recently :
"On test the two samples sent in gave surprisingly
They evinced an efficiency out of all
proportion to their size and price."
good results.

SHROUDED? Why shroud a good Transformer ? It
is unnecessary. The Empire Transformer is not shrouded.

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.

Shrouding often lowers the efficiency of a Transformer by introducing a condenser effect, and sometimes only covers inferior

workmanship. 75% of the Empire Transformer's total weight
is effective iron core and copper wire and is open toinspection.

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London,

7/6

Makers of Electric Wire

STANDARD RATIOS

12 months' written guarantee.

7/6

1E
MAP II IR IE
T R.AN../"FOR.MER.
THE H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
4, Boundaries Road, Balham, London,
S.W.12. ' Phone. Battersea, 0374

JUDD

Ettii

**It' '11
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A COMPLETE PORTABLE
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

fA4"14?40"

By H. BRAMFOR D
This article completes the description of the useful portable
outfit first illustrated in Vol. V, No. 3, in which issue constructional details of the receiver itself appeared.
dwAr..04"\P"P'"P"Nri.l.e".Pori'.eAmPiNer/1..."...4..".../Vr/VAAmii/t.-.4...4

may

I.ovn-SPEAKER.

Some stout sheet

cardboard.
Some sheet fibre.

A quantity of ad-

hesive tape.

shown in an accompanying detailed
First secure the special

Loud. -:speaker Unit

diagram.

(A nip I ion).

Jack
Plug, for
Electric
(Igranic
Co., Ltd.).

The "Home or Country" portable receiver described
in Vol. V, No. 3, of this journal, seen in its carrying
case.

COMPLETE equipment
for
the.
portable receiver
described in
a

EBONITE STRIP

01

I

I

I

the subject, of this article.
The receiver; however, is so
designed' as to be adaptable
to any form of portability,
and may be conveyed from
place to place, in its existing
state, with' the aid of a suitcase, which is an advantage
where weight and bulk is to
be considered.
Those who wish, however,
to have an entirely selfcontained receiving station
for the home will find the
constructional details given
in this article particularly
suitable for the purpose.

The complete equipment is
alSo useful where a car is
available.
The cabinet, in
the first instance, carries the
receiver,

I

1

0 ..

I

No.

%AS

"MOE x 79"DEEP---'"

-_

_,..

.EBON/TE STRIPS ----7

.

S.4)

.

1

4

0* 0

I.

ed,

'I

I ,

0°S

14,

/

72"

the necessary
batteries,
together with
Fig. 1.-The complete constructional details of the frame
aerial are given in this drawing.
'phones and a built-in loud speaker.
In addition to this, there
BATTERIES.
is the frame aerial, and sufficient
Two two -volt unspace is left for such items as aerial
spillable low-tension
wire; earth wire, and earthing rod or
accumulators
(01d tube. The photographs show clearly
ham).
the arrangement of the various fittings
One 90' -volt highincorporated in this receiver.
tension battery.
REAR DOOR OFrABARET

Material

The complete outfit and material
required is tabulated below, for the
benefit of those who wish to make a
faithful copy. of. this set.
Cabinet (Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.).
FRAME AERIAL.

One piece of three-ply wood measuring- 19 by 14 in. (Peto-Scott. Co.,
Ltd.).

Four special slotted ebonite fittings
(Burne-Jones &, Co., Ltd.).
100 ft. of' insulated flex (London
Electric Wire. Co:, Ltd.)'.
Five Clix socket's (Autoveyors, Ltd.):
Two Clix plugs (Autoveyors;, Ltd:)`.
One citizen small brass wood' screws.

(Insulators are used

fitments,
mount
another- Clix socket in the
position indicated, bare a
portion of the winding at
this point, and secure to the
socket. Continue the winding to the fifteenth turn,
amt repeat the process, also
repeat at the eighteenth
turn, and finish, as shown,
at the twenty-first turn.

Mounting the Frame
The five Clix sockets, which

IQ

wit.-

all

Bach-.

ebonite

a,

e
%

held by a Clix socket, which
is mounted upon the plywood

wire along the: slots in the

SBE-6/NAVNO
Os. iVANO/N6

rz

anti-

keep it clear of the plywood.)
When twelve turns have
been made by passing the

b

Os

FRAME

lo

from

each side of the socket to

Pinvaaa

2/

,.....,

,4'

SCREWED nt FRAME

/8,

*

h'

0v

-

/5.

4

SCREW HOLE

FRAME fil/iNo/N6 - 2/ Timms --4,

/2,

Commence winding
the inside in an

clockwise direction. The beginning of the winding is

,ri*efx,e4T,,,,eif,,(4,seil.f.4-0ivi.r..
2/ SLOTS

slotted ebonite fitment to the plywood
hack by, means of small' brass wood
screws in the positions indicated.

QONTERJEI'N NOES

6"

sect:J.& issue of WIRELESS is

be turned round; or alternatively, the cabinet may- remain- stationary and the swinging door be
opened to the requisite angle.
The construction of the aerial,
which is of a simple' nature, is clearly

are all insulated from the

plywood, should be mounted

so that the Clix plug used
(Continued on, next page:)

The Frame Aerial
We will first consider the construction
of the special frame

aerial which is provided with tappings
at convenient inter-

This aerial is
screwed to the swinging door at. the hack
of the cabinet in such
a way- as to give protection. to the windL
ing.
To obtain, a
correct position far
the aerial, the whole
cabinet when. closed
vals.

A view of the rear of the portable case.

The loud.
speaker is fitted into the space on the right.
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The latest in

lacks ztlutis

A COMPLETE PORTABLE
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
(Continued from previous page)

in conjunction with them can be inserted from the other side, being the
reverse side to that upon which the
winding is made. When the frame is
completed, it is secured to the inside
of the swinging door of the cabinet
with the winding on the inside, for

purposes of convenience and protection.
Details of the slotted ebonite fitments

LOTUS JACK
SWITCHES

This push-pull switch
is designed to occupy

the minimum space;

being only x I in.
deep. Of the finest
Bakelite, it has nickel
silver springs and
contacts of pure
silver. Soldering con-

are given for the benefit of those who
wish to construct their own, and four
of them will be required. Two leads
are finally taken from the frame aerial
to the front of the palm' of the receiver
on the left-hand side.

One end of each

lead is equipped with a, Clix plug for
inserting into the aerial, and the other
end with a spade terminal for connection to the panel terminals provided.

Neal.ig.In.t1oes.;et.p,ngingsy

gives better results.

J. CHRISTIE & SONS, LTD.,

DONT PAY

-

MORE
246, West Street, Sheffield.
London Agents: A. F. Bulgin & Co., 10. Cursitor StLondon, E.C.4

WI RELESS. - Capable, trustworthy men
with spare time who wish to substantially

increase income required where we are not
Applicants must have
fully represented.

practical knowledge of installation of Set and
Aerial, be a householder or live with parents,
and be able to give references; state age and
experience. Address : Dept. 38, GENERAL
RADIO COMPANY, LIMITED, Radio House,
Regent Street, London, W.x.

WET H.T. BATTERIES

British made round or square Leclanche Glass Jars,
26 x 15 x 15, for wet D.T. Units. Waxed. 1/3 dos. ;
Carriage and packing extra.. 'Phones and
Loud Speakers reconditioned, 4/8 & 5/..-The H.E.P. Co.
plain, 1/.. doz.

1, Cottrill Road, nr. Hackney Downs Station, London, E.B.

LISSENOLA & BROWN " A " USERS.
Get the wonderful 14 -inch

complete cone speaker, post I /6.
Lissenola, 216 fully guaranteed.

No. 9, as illus- 4/

Attachment for

J. W. MILLER, 68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4
-

***** ********* *****
** ofDIAGRAM
FREE*
the SUPER REINARTZ CIRCUIT

LOTUS JACK

USING THE NEW

IrSTAR "T" COILS*

in. Made

from best Bakelite

mouldings with nickel
silver springs and pure

Phone, Central 1050.

Sole British Distributor.

2/9

Designed to take up
the least space, the
depth back of panel
01T O T CIF CARIABOATaD
SIVE EcAr

* The Star Wireless Supplies, Big2rde,

**At** Ati/-************
PICKETTS
CABINETS
For every Wireless Constructor.

silver contacts. One hole fixing. Soldering
be
contacts can
brought into any

Send for Cabinet Desivns and Lists Tree.
Picketts (W.L.) Cabinet Works, Bexley -Heath.

position.

PRICES:

No. 3, as

VALVE HOLDER.

Don't pay more. Lou can't buybu?; more.

Complete with bronze base and support, ready to
have Brown reed phone screwed on making it into

PRICES:

being

19

CINCINNATI CONE, 11/6

tacts can be made to
suit any wiring.

trate(' ..
Others from

AERmoNIC

2/6

Va
Allit\\!c,

trated
Others from 3/. to 3/.

W gist ..(

LOTUS JACK
PLUGS

fieliaktect

AS C.000 AS NEWT!

Nano, 0.Leim.an.d Dio./.
Current 0.15 amps when repaired,
aipr.cemptty

li/S40.

Designed for use with

Lotus Jacks. Made
from best Bakelite

ALL BRIGHT & DULL EMITTERS
Listed M gees than 10/

iir;ri numncrZe.D.ept:w.,-ITagi.
la i.0 u tirove.Wuneledon. S.W.

A

mouldings and nickel plated brass. To fix,

the wires are placed
in slots and gripped
in position by a turn
of the screw cams.

PRICE 2/ -

From all Radio Dealers.

iniriurs
jACKS.SWI1CHES.PLUGS.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ld.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

5qi/AREs

Fig. 2. --Each division in this diagram
represents one square inch.

The Built-in Loud -speaker
Per the loud -speaker an Amplion
unit is used, and this is fixed in the
interior of the base of the cabinet, as
seen in the photograph. A hole is

drilled in the partitioned section of the
cabinet, which should provide a tight
fit for the metal connecting -piece of
the loud -speaker unit.
The
flare " of special shape has

next to be made. This fits into the

sub -divisional compartment of the
cabinet provided for this purpose.

First cut out two stout cardboard
pieces to the outline shown in the diagram. The squares shown should first

be drawn out on one piece of card (Continued on. page 291.)

THE LATEST SUCCESS
VELVET VERNIER ACTION
FULLY GUARANTEED.
Also

TRIUMPH VALVE -HOLDER
[Anti-Mierophonie] &
TRIUMPH RHEOSTAT.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS
or send p.e., mentioning " W ireless," io

A.H.CLACKSON.Ld., White Hart Works. London, N.22.

October 9, 1926.
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MORE ABOUT THE

When this is done, the curves may be,
easily plotted' out. Having cut out
one piece;. this may be used as. a tem-

LOEWE VALVE

A COMPLETE PORTABLE
RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 272)

(Continued from page 290)

sition from the ordinary broadcast
band when, using these special valves,

board, full'size; each square in. the diagram representing one square inch.

since the length of leads involved is

plate for cutting out the ether piece
to ensure similarity.

Horn Assembly
The point " A " indicates that a

cut --out should be made in. one of the

pieces only, where the mouth, of the

loud -speaker unit should come. The
circle B- represents a desirable position

practically nil. The receiver, however, appears to give
noticeably greater efficiency,
as might. be expected, upon
the longer waves employed by
Daventry and the other long wave broadcasting stations.
The- second " valve-" in. this
set provides the usual.

for a " sound post," which may be
built into the completed flare.

small round peg passing from one side
of the flare to- the other. The object of
this is to prevent rattling noises due to
false vibrations. New cut out some
long fibre strip, equal in width to the
width of the compartment in the
cabinet in which the finished flare is
fixed.
This fibre strip is
firmly bound round the entire

HAVE YOU FILLED IN. THE
BALLnT PAPER ON PAGE 276 ?
CLONING DATE-OCTk_ BER 12

edge of each of the side

resistance - capacity coupled
note magnification.
Very interesting results
Were obtained with the larger
receiver for distant reception,

pieces

very

good loud -speaking was obtained from the local station.

tape is shaped around curves,
it will be necessary to cut the

tape a little less than half-

way across, on each side at

This simple receiver, which incorporates one of the
new Loewe valves, is equivalent to a detector and two
resistance -coupled L.F. amplifiers.

Superior to many Transformers
both in Volume and Tone
CHOKE
complete with
condenser and
Bright

good. The exact cost of each set is clearly stated.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH CLEAR WIRING DIAGRAMS
are given for making Super Efficient Crystal Sets, Dual Amplification
Receivers, Single Valve Sets, One and Two Valve Amplifiers ; Two,
Three and Four -Valve- Tuned Anode All -Wave Receivers, and the
Very Latest Type of Five -Valve Resistance Capacity Receiver.

NO SOLDERING,

former, yet with all the natural

nickelled.

PRICE

18/6
THE WATMEL Wilisa.kSS COMPANY,
LTD., 332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.
Telephone : Clerkenwell 7990.

purity of tone associated with
Choke coupling. Write for N.P.L.
Curve 1e3!14 and booklet describing the' Auto -Choke.
Lance, Yorks and Cheshire Representative. : Mr. J. B. Levee, 23,
Hartley Street, Levenshulme,
Manchester.
Telephone 475 Heaton Moor.

sion in the cabinet, as shown.

fourth the price charged for a ready-made instrument not half so

that it gives an amplification even
greater than that of any trans-

parts heavily

then fit firmly into the divi-

This book enables any beginner to construct Wireless Sets which are
unequalled in price, quality or efficiency, and the cost is only one-

WATMEL
AUTO -CHOKE

fixed resist

frequent intervals, thus facilitating the work of binding.
When the binding is completed, a firmly -made narrow
curved flare with a rectangular mouth should' be the ultimate result.
This should

#1 SAXON CUIDETO WIRELESS IN

On account of its patent core and
specially balanced windings it may
safely be claimed for the

AUTO -

ante.

with adhesive tape.

As in doing this the binding

and really good and pure
loud - speaker- results were
obtained from 10 foreign.
stations as well as several of
the B.B.C. stations. Using

H.F. stages cut out,

A

" sound post " consists simply of a

detector and. two stages of

only the second of the two
" valves," i.e., with the

2tH

NO

SPECIAL TOOLS

NO KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED.

The chapter on testing wireless components is PRICE
alone worth the price charged. 176 PAGES.

/aQ

POST

FREE

SPECIAL OFFER,
This book will be sent on approval on receipt of your promise to

return same post paid or to remit 1/3 within seven days.
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 32), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

AMOMMIPM._
1111111111111111111.1111111111111111M
a "it .3 ''''P' Frelat is a Dull Emitter costing N
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the Best

Buy " F A. R."

THE -F.A.R." LF Transformer
(Shrouded) has been proved on
actual test to be considerably superior
to other types selling at higher prices,

Renders high amplification and distortionless speech and music over all
frequencies.

31
5 ,,

RATIO 1 to 1
11.

10 ,,

1
1

..mil?)
m

each

E ...

12/6

sR

FROM ALL DEALERS.
Sole Agent:

MAURICE BOBIN
21, Warwick Lane, London, E.C.4.

-

s

'Phone : Centra. 4... A 72.

,

Na

0.
is

no more than a Bright."

The strongest recommendation a Valve can
have comes from users in country districts

who cannot easily replace.

With krelat

they have no need to. It lasts longer,
gives increased volume, and costs only
4s. 11d.
It is the dependable valve.
If your Dealer cannot supply send P.O.

N
N

4s. Ild. (post free), or request C.O.D. and
send 6d. in stamps.
I

1

ill
NIii 4/11

1111111111111
11111111111111

THE CONTINENTAL RADIO IMPORT CO., LTD.,
8, SPITAL SQUARE, LONDON, E.1

11
s9TesePileY

"

11111111111111
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Further adjustment
of the tapping point on Li and a slight
retuning of Cl will give increased signal strength, and that is the position at
which the aerial tapping should be left.
Instructions for receiving Daventry
have already been given, and no difficulty should be experienced in this
about 70 degrees.

A CRYSTAL SET FOR
THE ALTERNATIVE
PROGRAMMES
(Continued from page 286)

Having finished the construction,
and made sure that the connections are

properly made, and that no trace of
flux remains on any of the joints, the
panel transfers may be put on.

respect.

Author's Test Report

When tested out 10 miles north of

2L0 this station was received at excellent strength on the headphones, and

net, it may next

3
months.
Reductions for trade.

EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD-S'EAK ERS,

HEADPHONES,

H.T. ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless.
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments,

Gt. Portland St.,

W.1

VALVES

be tested. Place
the short - wave
coupler in its

Radio Micro Power

av .1 amp

-

-

Puma Power D.E.
tiv .2 amp.

10 9

3v .3 amp. - - 916
Radio Micro Power D.E.

base, set the tap-

3v .06 amp. Fama D.E.
4v .06 amp.
Fama Power
amp. 4v

ping switch at the

second tap, and
place a shorting

-

W. SEGA L,

plug in the loadsocket.

Now connect the
aerial lead to the
terminal Al, and

attach the earth
lead to E. Push

work guaranteed for

Price 5/-.

Phone: Museum 1414.

Having placed
the set in its cabi-

coil

All

THORPHONE REPAIR CO., 2, Shipka Rd., S.W.12.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Testing Out

ing

LOUD
- SPEAKERS, Earphones,
Transformers repaired and re -wound.

416,11

S,'6

ksHollgliTTELIDOPITT2:

COILS AT HOME

Paraffin waxed paper makes efficient formers.

Fig. 3.-The crystal tap should only be used when
receiving the local station.

the switch right
in, and, having

010

MAKE SCREENED

=_-

-

3v .06 amp. -

Polo 60 -volt Batteries
3 -volt Tappings
Guaranteed 7/6
Trade Enquiries Invited,
Write far Lists: -

71-

previously set the condenser to zero,

proceed to revolve it very slowly to the
maximum position. If you are listening for 2L0 you will probably hear

this station with the condenser set at

in fact quite readable signals were
received with no earth connection.
Using a No. 200 coil in the loading
coil socket, 5XX was also received at
good strength.

foil, 60 ins. by 41 ins., EP- per piece.

wire 30 gauge, 2/9 per red.

Copper
Double silk coverer

Ample to make the three

screened coils to Mr. Reyner's Specification.
Postage, 6d.
O. WALKER, 110 Thornhill Rd., gandsworth, Birmingham

For Advertisement Rates apply

to-

The Advertisement Manager,"Wireless,"

Bush House, Strand, London, E.C.2.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
FOR RADIO PRESS JOURNALS.

MODERN WIRELESS
5/- down &
12 monthly

5/ -

payments of
five shillings

SECURES

"BULLPHONE NIGHTINGALE"

LOUD SPEAKER
CLEAR

TONE
(8)

GREAT
VOLUME

POST your deposit of 5/- now and get
by return

Nightingale
Individually tested and guaranteed to be
superior to any other Loud Speaker regardless

of price, for finish, purity and strength of
tone and value. Cash price 60/-, post free
United Kingdom.
Specification. Height 21 ins., Bell Mouth
14 ins., nickel arm and stand. Black crystal
bell head, as photo. Also de luxe model,
mahogany finish bell same size. 65/. cash or
10/- deposit. List free.

W. BULLEN
(Dept. Wz.)

famous " Bullphone
Loud Speaker.

the

HOLYWELL
LONDON
38,

LANE,
E.C. 2.

15/- per annum United Kingdom.
13/6 per annum Canada and
Newfoundland.

15/- per annum Other Countries.
Lesser periods than 12 months pro rata.

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
8/6 per annum United Kingdom.
7/6 per annum Canada and
Newfoundland.

8/6 per annum Other Countries.
Lesser periods than 12 months pro rata.

WIRELESS
(Incorporating Wireless Weekly)

13/. per annum United Kingdom.
13/- per annum Canada and
Newfoundland.
Countries.
Lesser periods than 12 months pro rata.

13/- per annum Other

THE WIRELESS DEALER
(Available to the Trade only)
7/6 per annum (10/- abroad).
N.R.-Business letter heading or trade card

must be sent with subscription.

RADIO PRESS LIMITED,
Bush House,Strand,London,W.C.2

WIRELESS.
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Wider scope greater power
from this acquisition
inform you that in
accordahce with the policy of
consolidating this business, we have
acquired the " RADIO TRADE
JOURNAL " after negotiations covering the last six months.
The " RADIO TRADE JOURNAL "
is now merged into " THE WIRELESS
DEALER " which will henceforth use
This is to

the title of the weekly paper as a
sub -title.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

Available to the Trade

7,6 per annum (abroad 10/-).
only. Trade card or business heading should accompany
every sztbscription to the SALES MANAGER, Radio Press,

Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

This is an acquisition, the effect of
which will be to enlarge the already
wide scope and usefulness of " THE
WIRELESS DEALER," giving it an
even more powerful and prominent
position in wireless trade journalism.
" THE WIRELESS DEALER and
Radio Trade Journal " will be published

as usual on the 15th of every month.

Now is a suitable time to add your name
to the growing list of subscribers.
The Contents of the October issue include

Important Speeches at the Opening of the
Exhibition ; The Anniversary Dinner ; Reviews
of : Berlin, New York, Birmingham and Ulster
Exhibitions ;

The forthcoming
Exhibition.

Manchester

ill

iv
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THE REASON WHY
Because the R.I. Multi -

A Coincidence
BROWN having built his 3 -Valve Reinartz, the only set

that would satisfy Jones was a Super -het. So the

bpirit of competition exhausted, Smith had to content
himself with a simple " straight " 2-valver.
The sets dbly completed and each delighting its respective
owner with an unique and previously unheard-of perfection

Ratio Transformer offers
a choice of seven different ratios and nine Impedance

values

you

can

rest assured when you
fit It In your set, no matter what circuit or valves

you are using, that the
reproduction will be of
the maximum power and
purity. The R.I. Multi -

Ratio Transformer gives
perfect L.F. amplification
with any valve in any
circuit.

of tone, the three friends ran into one another just outside
the recharging station.
The topic of conversation is, of course, obvious. And the
coincidence is perhaps just as obvious. All three had used
All
R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformers in their L.F. stages.
three were getting the same perfect L.F. amplification.

although the circuits were entirely different, and various
types of valves were being used.
That sort of treatment, however, doesn't trouble the
R.I. Multi -Ratio Transformer, which is built for all such
varying conditions. It is the one transformer to solve all

L.F. amplifying difficulties in any set from a 2 -valve to a
super -heterodyne.

Try it yourself, you'll notice at once the increased volume
and purity of tone that other transformers always seem to
lose. It certainly costs a little more but to a discriminating
listener that little more is a very sound investment.

PRICE 27/6
Write for the new R.I. Catalogue.

THE MARK OF

CRYSTAL
DETECTION
PERFECTED
The R.I. Permanent
Mineral Detector is now
with a
device
which
completely protects the
sensitive crystals during
adjustment.
With this last improve.
ment we can honestly say
that the present model is
unsurpassed in any way
for crystal rectification.
For good rectification
crystal detector cannot
be excelled, for perfect
rectification you'll need
the
R.I.
Permanent
Mineral Detector.
Clip Mounting type 6/ Panel
with ebonite cap 6/6
manufactured
special

BETTER RADIO
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